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TAFT WILL CLAIM

MARYLAND'S

him at Denver, notwithstanding that
s
of the delegates had been
Instructed tor me. His friends tried
to purchase delegates in Uhio who
had been instruct a for me.
"1 do not say that Mr Harmon autwo-third-

thorized his friends to buy delegates,
hut I challenge him to deny in writing- that his friends did not try to
If any one will furnish
buy votes.
me with a written denial, signed b
HI8 MANAGERS SAY THEY WILL hijCi. I will produce the letter, or
which I have a copy, showing that
THE STATE'S
DISREGARD
the money which was to have been
PREFERENTIAL VOTE.
used to purchase delegates was to
come from New York and the men
COLONEL'S LARGE MAJORITY who were to furnish m were promi
nent in Wall street,
Mr. Harmon
as
was
choice
of Wall
now,
the
then,
CARRIES THE STATE OVER THE
street."
CHIEF EXECUTIVE BY MORE

SUPPORT

THAN

HAS

CLARK

3,115.

A

WALKAWAY

OVER
8CORES A PLURALITY
WIL80N OF 11,847; HARMON
A

POOR THIRD.

Baltimore, Md., May 8 The atti
tude of the Taft leaders In Maryland
toward the peculiar situation that
might develop through the working
of the new state primary law, was
still jundeclared today. While the
delegates elected to sit in the state
convention appeared on the primary
ballots with no designation to indt
cate their affiliations, complete unof
ficial returns Indicate that, leaving
the matter of instructions aside, a
majority of them will be personally
friendly to the president. Some ot
the Taft leaders say there will be
8 such Taft delegates to 61 known
to favor RoosevelL
Although the unofficial returns declare that the counties ana Baltimore
city by their preference vote have
instructed these delegates to choose
a delegation to the national convention, bound to vote for Roosevelt, the
Taft leaders, according to their
claims, could control the organization
of tha state convention and the personnel of the national delegates. The
Roosevelt leaders assert that they
have no fear that such ti complication
would rob them of the fruits of the
victory they claim on the preference
vote.
The figures, complete for the republican vote and practically complete for the democrats, show that
the preference vole of the state as
a whole, was as follows:
Roosevelt
29,124;
Republicans:
Taft 26,009; Roosevelt's majority
Democrats: Clark 34,283; Wilson
Clark's pluHarmon 7,168;
rality over Wilson 11,847.
22,436;

President Working In Ohio.
Winchester, Ohio, May 8 Alter
consulting with republican leaders in
Ohio, President Taft has decided to
spend 10 days more in the state before the primaries May 21. He will
leave Washington on next Sunday afternoon for Marietta. He will give
most of his time to northern Ohio.
The last speech of the trip will be
made at Dayton Monday night, May
20, and on Tuesday the president will
vote In Cincinnati and will leave at
night for Washington.
The, president left Cincinnati today for the last day of his present
tour
through southern
campaign
Ohio. His schedule for the day called for stops at 14 towns and cities,
ending at Columbus tonight.
Bryan Opposing Harmon.
Toledo, Ohio, May 8 William Jentonings Bryan made an early start
g
speech-makinday on his second day's
tour of Ohio in which he is opposing the nomination of Governor
Judson Harmon and advocating that
of a progressive. His train left here
at 3:30 this morning and the day's
speech making was begun at Norwalk
at 7 o'clock.
Says He's Wall Street Candidate.
Findlay, Ohio, May 8. Colonel
WiWiam J. Bryan in his speech here
today said that since coming Into
the state he had obtained a letter
in evidence that Governor Harmon Is
favored by Wall street. He said:
"I have stated that as late as February, 1908, Governor Harmon still
hoped to be the Wall street candidate
for president that year. I am now
prepared to add that as late as June,
1908, his friends hoped to nominate

Taft Asks Square Deal.
Portsmouth, O., May 8. "I've been
hit below the belt, and 1 am here to
fight," declared President Taft in a
speech here today.
"I am said to represent the Interests under the influence of special
privilege," said Mr. Taft at Peebles.
"There is no administration in the
history of the government in which
the prosecutions have been so uni
form and so prosecuted without
rear and without regard to conse
quences. The interstate commerce
commission reported
against iJan
Hanna of Cleveland that he was ac1
cepting rebates.
put him before
the attorney general and the district
attorney and the grand jury and they
found an Indictment
against him.
And now he is one of the patriots
that is loudest in his denunciation of
me and strongest
in support
of
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FAVORITE PROGRESSIVES

IS STILL IN

CONTROL IN

DOUBT

KANSAS

IN

Roosevelt for the presidential nomi
nation. The presidential preference
primary was endorsed.
PRISONERS

LABOR AGITATORS

E8CAPE

HAD HIDDEN

Rawlins, Wyo., May 8. Ten men is
solitary confinement for infraction of
rules, dug their way out ot the dun
geon of the state state penitentiary
here at 11 o'clock last night and gain
ed the prison yard before they were
DE STATE CONVENTION
WILL
EN discovered. Night guards gave the FOLLOWING
WILL
A RIOT 8AN DIEGO
POTTSVILLE,
PA., IS THE SCENE STATE CONVENTION
alarm and the entire guard was called
A
DORSE
ROOSEVELT
DISBETWEEN
AND
TAFT
WITHCIDE
BLOODY STREET
OF
INDUSOFFICERS EXAMINE
out and captured eight of the con
OUT A FIGHT.
ROOSEVELT.
TURBANCE
TRIAL WORKERS OF WORLD
vlcts without difficulty. Two prisoners, M- Bos worth, serving a tonn for
for TWO POLICEMENIARE WOUNDED
THREE OF THE MEN MAY DIE RUNNING
A
CLOSE
RACE STUBBS IS THE CHAIRMAN horse stealing, and J. Gonzales,
robbery, escaped over the wall and
are still at large, although a posse has
IDLE COLLIERY EMPLOYES YESTERDAY'S
STATE
CONVEN THE KAN8AS
GOVERNOR
WA8 been in
IN RETURNING
THE FIRE THE
pursuit all night. So fax at
THREW 8TONE3 AT A MINE
TION8 LEFT RESULT
ONE OF THE MEN WHO INOFFICIALS DANGER0U8LY
known the fulgltlves are unarmed .
SUPERINTENDENT
IN DOUBT.
DUCED TEDDY TO RUN.
HURT ONE AS8AILAWT.

RIOT

DYNAMITE

-

POLICE
FIRE

USE

THEIR

INTO CROWD AFTER

FUSES

TO DISPERSE ON
ADVICE

GUNS WILSON
IT RE
VET-ERAN'- 8

Pottsvllle, Pa., May 8. In a battle
between the state police and a crowd
estimated at between 2,000 and 3,000
men at Minerville early today .four
men are known to have been shot
and three probably were fatally wounded. It is believed that a doen or mora
others also were struck by bullets.
A woman,
Mrs. George Woll who
was standing on her porch, was struck
on the arm by a brick, and was painfully injured. The men who are
thougun to have been fatally hurt are
IRoosevelt.
David Davis, shot through the saom-acT followed the policies of Theo
and two unidentified foreigners.
dore Roosevelt and prosecuted all the Another foreigner was shot
through
trusts and I went a little further than the leg and seriously wounded.
that. I prosecuted the steel trust
The fight occurred on Fourth street
and also the harvester trust. Now I in the central
par of the :own and
ask you to give me a square deal."
came when a crowd attempted to prevent Superintendent iJeorge W. Keisrr
ot the Pine Hill Coal
mpany from
taking two men 'u Lis automobile to
RELIEF WORK WILL the colliery. Reiser had been coming
m iHinersvuiR the las- ?yora ,iays
and taking Thomas Par.'y, a repairBE ENDED TONIGHT man, and William Ward, a pumpman,
to work. Today wnen Keisor called
at a garade for his machine he was
warned by a crowd not to take it out
FLEET OF MOTORBOATS IS
and Bractieally was held a
prisoner
FLOOD REFUGEES
at the place.
FROM HOUSETOPS.
Chief Burgess Richard Levan a civil war veteran, addressed the crowd
New Roads, La., May 8. It is beand demanded that Ithey disperse but
lieved by those in charge of the flood no attention was
paid to him. He
relief work that practically all the
thereupon requested the state police
marooned inhabitants in Pointe Cou- barracks at Pottsvllle to send a
detail
pee parish will have been rescued to Minersvillej Three men who make
by the end of this week. Texas and daiIy patro,8 of that gectlon arriyed
Pacific railroad officials say their and shortly after were reinforced
by
road has transported
about 7,000 four more from the Pottsvllle
from points along their line racks. I'mier their guard the autoroo
in the upper part of the parish.
bile was taken from the garage and
The Texas and Pacific station at; was being cranked when some on in
New Roads is crowded with white ref- the crowd threw a brtok. It struck a
ugees waiting to be taken to the re- policeman on the head. This seemed
lief camp at Baton Rouge. Among to be the signal for an attack and Imthem are four women who were res- mediately there came a shower of
cued near Mprganza.
They had stood stones followed by several
pistol
in water several feet deep for nearly shots.
The officers fired a volley Into the
three days when boatmen reached
them.
ground. The crowd paid no attention
The waters from the Torras cre- The officers continued firing. The
vasse continue to spread over West shots were returned and a battle folBaton Rouge and Iberville parishes. lowed in which it is estiniatfd a huii
The situation in the country between dred sholts were fired. The tiring
in the crowd dispersing, leavthe main line and the Port Allen
branch of the Texas and Pacific rail- ing four persons lying on the ground.
road is gloomy. The main line of the Physicians pronounced David Davis'
road is washed out in numerous wound fatal.
A detachment of TQ0v
i)., state
places and the inhabitants of the
at
stationed
Batter
arrived
troopers,
are cut off.
here today and a detail of 12 men was
The government
representatives sent to Minersville.
These, with sevhave arranged to send a fleet of mot- en members of the Troon 0 are
patrolor boats into that territory today.
ling the town and reoort t'.'at the lawLieutenant Weeks of the United less spirit is now Wder coat o!.
States relief corps at Batchelor has
The state police left MinersvMle
given livestock speculators a hard for the Pine Hill colliery nearby
blow. They have become so annoywhere trouble was feared. It Is aning In their effort to buy at low nounced that when additional reinprices cattle brought In from the forcements arrive the entire foreign
flooded country that the officers orsection of the town will be put under
dered the soldiers to keep all specuguard until every foreigner Is dislators off the levee.
armed.
A pathetic incident of the shooting
Levees Holding at Now Orleans.
of David Davis is that his wife Is
New Orleans, May 8. Flood wat- seriously ill. When she learned of
ers spread over new territory today. the shooting of her husband, who
The torrent from the levee crevasse was merely an onlooker, she had a reat Torras reached New Roads and lapse. Neither is expected to sulr- hundreds of persons In that territory vlve the day
now are endangered. Couriers have
been sent into the
CHIDSEY IS APPOINTED.
country warning the people to flee.
C.
8. John
The situation at New Orleans reMay
Washington,
mained unchanged.
Engineers say Chldsey of Paris, Texas, today was
the levees guarding the city will hold appointed a rational bank examiner
for Texas,
strong against the stage forecast.
REP-CUIN-

A
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8HRINER8 CHOOSE OFFICERS
May 8. Ernest A.
Cuttes, of Savannah, Ga., was elected
today imperial outer guard by the Imperial council, Nobles of the Mystic
in conclave here. Dallas,
Shrine,
Texas, was chosen for the 1913 conclave.
William J. Cunningham of Baltimore, former imperial deputy pofen
tate, was elected imperial potentate,
succeeding John Frank Treat, of Far
go, N. D. Willam S. Brown of Pitts
burgh and Benjamin W. Rowell of Bos
ton were
Imperial treasurer
and imperial recordder, respectively.
Los Angeles,

MANY

DEEDS

BUILDINGS
AND

ARE
PEOPLE

OF

VIOLENCE

SET

,

SHOT

ON

FIP.E

AT

FROM AMBUSH.

San Diego, Calif., May 8. The re
Independence, Kan., May i. Tne
Dallas, Tex., May 8. Theodore
Roosevelt's supporters will go to the Jpublican state convention call
newal of the campaign by police and
Texas state republican convention ed to order at noon today, to name
citizens today against the Industrial
May 28 with a good lead over Presi- four delegates-at-larg- e
to tii-- j ntticn-a- l
Workers of the World, brought about
dent Taft on instructed delegates but
convention, will endorse the can
by the wounding of two policemen
without sure control, according to the didacy of Colonel tooscve:'. tor the
and the shooting of. one of the agitatreturns from twothlrds of yesterday's presidential nomln.Uioi and instruct
ors last night, resulted in the discovcounty conventions.
the "big four" to vote for him from
ery of a cache containing eight rifles
Roosevelt's instructed delegates at the first to the last ballot.
and revolvers and two flasks believed
noon numbered 77 and Taft's 45. The
to contain nitroglycerin and the subBILL.
William Allen Wnite or Emporia,
balance of power apparently lies with will be endorsed lor national comPhoenix, Ariz., May 8. After long sequent arrest of fifty men. Joe
the uninstructed delegates. Though
mitteeman. The makeup cf the dele- debate the state senate, in commit- Mlkolash, the wounded Industrial
nominally the republican conventiox
to be Henry J. Allen, tee of the whole recommended for Worker, will die, according to hoshas 282 votes, making 127 sufficient to gation appears
labor pital reports early today. He was
Harris, Ottawa; Joan passage the Kinney
Wichita;
Ralph
control, the failure of numerous Texas
considered the .jmost
radical shot three times by one of the policeand
Ansc'l
follj.
Landon,
Independence,
counties to hold republican convenmeasure introduced in the legislature. men, after the attack on the offictions is expected to reduce the number Clark of Rice county.
The vote was 13 to 6. The bill pro- ers.
be
to
is
convention
The
going
given
necessary to control and this puts the
vides
that men employed in mines Every available
Roosevelt vote of 77 in an important a free hand. X there were any real
policeman was
must" be able to called to headuarters
dele- and on railroads
than
those
the
"slates"
other
and
early
position.
and read the English language. a thorough search of the today
Woodrow Wilson's majority in yes gates themselves should be boosting speak
city
began.
It was strongly opposed by mining Twenty-fiv- e
men were arrested beterday's county conventions, shown bj over night they did not appear before
companies
be
employing foreign labor.
will
There
convention
the
fore 7 o'clock. Two hours later the
opened.
late returns today, was 42 over all
number of arrested men was fifty
competitors, with but 29 of the state'i no rushing through of the "big four."
249 counties yet to hear from, and n
Each one proposed for membership
and the search still was going on.
possibility that the remaining return will be voted upon separately.
Everjr known rendezvous of the Incould affect the. result. The Texas
vaders, Including saloons and lodg
Early today a telegram addressed WATER HEN LAW
state convention sends 4u ueiegates it iu Cue convention was receneu lrom
ing houses in the lower part of tne
Baltimore. Returns showed a contesr Senator Dixon, manager of the nacity has been searched. At
sain only one county, Lavaca, which h, i tional Roosevelt bureau, urging the
IS REPEALED loon ten men werei taken. Theonelodgsix votes.
convention to name United States
ing houses In the neighborhood wher
ine state convention on May Senator Bristow and Uovernor Stubbs
the shooting occurred.and in anoth28 will decide between President Taft on the
"big four." Bristow wired THE HOUSE PASSES BILL AIMED er section of the city, known as a favand Colonel Roosevelt as to Texas from Washington that he would nol
PRINCIPALLY AT ALBUQUERorite resort of the hunted men, were
preference for the presidential noini permit himself to be named, aacung
QUE COMPANY
empty when the police arrived. After
nation. Colonel Roosevelt had a suo- - that the officeholders should keep oft
the shooting flast night, five men
stantial lead over Mr. Taft in the the "big four" delegation and give
Santa Fe, N. M., May 8. The house were found in the
attic of a lodging
county convention returns
received place to the workers. Governor by unanimous vote this morning pass house near the scene of the
shooting.
s
this forenoon when
of Stubbs, too, was firm in his decision ed House Bill 153 to repeal a law of
The
was unsupposed
explosive
the state's counties had been heard made several days ago to remain off the last legislature giving water comIn the cellar of a lodging
earthed
on
from. Contests and uninstructed
a
lien
property for unpaid
the delegation. In his message Sen- panies
house on the skirts of the downtown
however, neutralized the ef- ator Dixon urged the necessity of rent. The bill was introduced by
One of the weapons found
district
fect of any lead for either candidate. the attendance of Bristow and Stubbs Burg, who declared it was for the purin the same place was equipped with
common
of
the
pose
and
aiding
people
Corrected returns up to noon today on the floor at Chicago,
declaring
a Maxim silencer. Scores ot special
gave: Roosevelt 77 state convention their attendance would do much for he characterized the present law as
poMcemen, citizens, United
States
ina
to
act
special
protect special
votes; Taft 45; uninstructed 38; con- the Roosevelt candidacy.
sailors and marines are aiding in the
terests.
bill
The
Is
aimed
primarily
tested 10; no conventions held and
No answer to the message sent to
the water company at Albu- search, and it is believed to be the
consequently not eligible for state Senator Dixon last nignt as to the against
Intention of the police to take every
querque.
convention, 17 votes.
legality of naming eight delegates
man seized to the outskirts of the
Joint
House
also
The
house
passed
f
vote each had been reNecessary to control convention, with
No. 5, favoring the creation town and send them across the deMemorial
127, provided full quota of votes is ceived and the convention will procast. On face of returns to date 118 ceed with its original Intention of of another United States circuit court sert with a final warning never to
votes will control. Votes yet to be t aming four delegates. Fred Stan- for New Mexico and that Kansas, return.
Oklahoma, New Mexico and Nevada
Patrolmen It C. Stevens and R. M.
accounted for, 72.
ley cf Wichita, will be
be placed in a separate circuit. The Heddon, who were shot from ambush
Corrected returns up to noon give chairman, and Goyernor Stubbs perhouse also placed upon Its calendar while on duty last night near the
Woodrow Wilson 42 majority for the manent chairman.
House Substitute for House Bill No. lodging house at Thirteenth and K
state democratic convention and As Chairman Stanley was deliver 58
by Evans giving the probate courts
are believed this morning to
slightly cut the morning figures for ing his speech as the temporal y of Bernalillo, Eddy, Chaves, Roosevelt, streets,
be
out
of
danger. According to their
Harmon. At noon the vote stood: chairman, which was highly eulogisQuay and San Juan counties jurisdic- statements today, about six
men
354
Wilson
votes in state convention; tic of Colonel Roosevelt, there we.io tion of county courts. The bill is
Harmon 139; Clark 43; uninstructed cries of "hurrah for Taft" The chair modelled after the Texas law and pro- stepped from the shadow of the buildfired simultaneously. Both
24; contested 6; no convention, 8 man appealed for order but the ca'U vides that these courts shall take ing and
votes. Total votes unaccounted for continued. The Taft calls kept up charge of all cases involving less, than fell at the first fire and in spite ot
their wounds, returned the fire.
47. Total convention votes 623.
until Henry J. Allen was called iTon $1,000. It will probably come up for
passage during the week. The Llewelby the chairman for an address.
"I have an apology to make," Enid lyn local option bill was recommlttted
Workdrs Burn Timber Plant.
TODAY IN CONGRESS
Allen. "I predicted that President to the committee on finance and this
Bellingham, Wash., May 8. ThN$
Washington, May 8. Senate: Met Taft would not carry a township li committee, it is understood, will reat noon.
Kansas. I was wrong about that. port a high license bill and embody Industrial Workers of the World agiDiscussed delay in report of Ujori-me- r Taft carried six counties, but I stiS the best features of all liquor meas tators are in jail in Stimas todaycommittee's investigation.
Insist I was not as badly off as MM ures now before the bouse. If this ac- charged with having burned the $16,- Foreign relations committee tabled Kansas Day club which pledged Kfn tion is taken, it will mean that the 000 plant of the dine Lumbar com
prohibitionists lose their fight.
pany at the border town early today.
Nicaraguan and Honduran lien guar- sas to Taft."
The men were permitted to sleep in
antee treaties by tie vote.
Aftpr the appointment of the usual
DECLINE
CONFEDERATES
the mill over night and about 6
Passed appropriation of $60,000 for committees adjournment was taket
8. The committee o'clock this
Ga.,
Macon,
May
in
valmorning fye broke out.
until afternoon.
emergency crops
Mississippi
Confed The
ley.
dry kiln and sheds were saved,
The resolutions that will be pre on resolutions of the United
in a report to the con- but the main part of the
sented to the convention reaffim erate Veterans
House: Met at noon.
plant was
reunion here today advised
federate
in
miscellaneous
totally destroyed.
Considered
the principles of the party
legisla- faith
the organization fo decline the invita
"as enunciated in its former stats
tion of regular calender.
Agitators are spread throughout
of
Grand
the
tion of the
Repub
Army
Agricultural expenditures commit- and national platforms and as crys- lic for the veterans of the south to the country seeking, to bring about
tee was urged by Representative Nel- tallized into law by republican statesstrikes in logging camps and mills.
celin the
son to investigate bureau of animal men" instruct the delegates to von participate
ebration of the battle of Gettysburg Two men were arrested at Acme yes
with the progressive delegates in the in
industry.
terday for threatening employes of
July, 1913a
.Steamship and other interests op- convention to the end that there may
company at
The committee holds that the ac- the
posed senate immigration bill before be no division of activities, instruct ceptance of the invitation will be in Acme. Judge John A. Kellogg of the
the delegates to the national republi- violation of the constitution of the superior court has placed a large
immigration committee.
Oldfield bill reclsing patent laws can convention to vote for W. A. United Confederate veterans that it United States flag in his court room
was opposed as a direct attack on White far national
committeeman, would be Improper for the southerners and will force all aliens applying toy
legislative business by manufacturers and instruct the delegates to vote to celebrate a battle that contributed citizenship papers to swear allegt
before patents committee.
for the nomination of Theodore to their defeat.
ance to the emblem in the futura
ANTI-ALIE-

anti-alie-

n

three-quarter-

one-hal-

-

Bolcom-Vanderho-

,

m
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House Bill No. 116, by Burg, the
uniform child lahor law, the special
order of the day, was taken up for

HOUSE PASSES A

BILLS

passage
The House Calendar
(Special Order)
House Bill No. 116, Introduced by
Mr. Burg, April 22, an act to regulate
the employment of children and to
prescribe penalties for the violation
thereof; referred to committee oa
ways and means. April 27, reported
with recommendation that it be pa
ed without amendments. April 30, considered by committee of the whole; reported with recommendation that it
be passed wl(h amendments. Ordered
'to lay over two legislative days and
as amended."
to be
Bills on Third Reading
Senate Bill No. 42, Introduced by
an act to provide the manner in
which, and place where, the death penalty shall be inflicted, March 29, received from senate. April 4, referred to
committee on judiciary. April 30,
with recommendation that it
be paseed.
to
May 1, recommitted
committee on judiciary with instructions to report today and that the bill
be placed on the calendar for thai

CHILD LABOR
LAW
IT PROHIBITS THE EMPLOYMENT
OF MINOR8 IN THEATERS

8 VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

WEONE80AY,

MAY 8,

Ittt.

INTRODUCED IN
THE LEGISLATURE

Santa Fe, N. M., May 8. The following official business was transacted yesterday by the senate of the
New Mexico legislatureThe citizens of Tularosa petit oned
for tl"t passage of Senate Bill No. 62,

WARM WEATHER.
Emphasizes the Need o,

to provide for traveling libraries for
the public schools. Petitions were
also presented from Albuquerque
against the passage of House Dili No.
Santa Pe. N. M., May 8 Speaker
8
to regulate the liquor traffic; from
Baca presided when the house conWe are prepared to supply that need with the
Mesilla valley for an appropriathe
Jourlargest MUST COMPLETE line of new and desirable
The
vened yesterday afternoon.
foot wear in the city. All desirable leathers and fabrics in the newest and
Rincar,
tion
between
a
for
road
public
most
lasts in all
nal of Wednesday, Thursday and Frisizes and widths. Black, White or Tan in attractive lasts and best qualities. Pricespopular the lowest.
and Garfield; also a petition for an
always
day of last week was reed and apamendment to the school laws to reW omens Low
proved.
Shoes $1.75 to $4.50
quire that teachers in Spanish-AmericaRogers offered an amendment under
districts be required to have a
"
Childrens "
which children may be employed on
85c to $2.25
knowledge of both Spanish and Engthe stage upon being given license by
lish; from Grant county, in favor of
the municipality in which they are
to appear, proof being offered to the
changing the name of Whiskey Creek
to Rio de Arena.
licensing authority, that the performThe newest, best and most popular'models in Black
ance is moral.
Bills Introduced.
ei2ber lace or button. CROSSETT
The following bills were introBurg gave credit for high, moral
to $5.00. DOUGLAS $3.50- $4.00
in
amendment,
the
differing
duced:
purpose
but feared It would vitiate the entire day.
Senate Bill No. 125, by Evans, to
Laa VoOaa'LGadingStoro
clause and would throw the doors
House Bill No. 60, introduced
by limit he hours of employment of fewide open to all sorts of abuses. Some Llewellyn. April 9. An act refining males. To state affairs.
times town councils are composed of liquor, providing for the regulation,
Senate Bill No. 126, by Walton, to
men of high moral purpose, but fre- limitation and prohibition of the bev amend Section 4, Chapter 37, Laws of
quently they consist of men not taking erage liquor traffic, etc., referred to 1907. To judiciary. It has reference
Established 1862
the highest view of their duties. Stage committee on temperance. May 1 re- to
Soutk SidePkrja.
community property of married
illusions, he declared, would serve the ported with recommendation that it persons.
purpose in plays demanding children be passed with amendments.
Bill No. 27, by Walton, to change
In their performance. He denounced
House Bill No. 62, introduced
by the name of Whiskey Creek, Grant
the theatrical truet and declared that Nichols, April 9. An act relating to
:
to Rio de Arena. To counif you give R an inch It takes a mile. fees to be charged by county clerks county,
provided when it set aside ?2,500 tor passed unanimously.
lines.
and
ties
ed; spring planting 48.9 per cent
county
MEDICAL MEN MEET IN TAMPA.
a
Llewellyn in a powerful address, for recording instruments of writing;
Senate Substitute for Senate Bill
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The drainage of
better screenthe
districts,
swampy
ing of homes, and the discovery of
the relation between mosquitoes and
fevers generally
have had a large
part in reducing the' prevalence of
diseases for which quinine was and
is still largely used, while the development of the chemical industry
has brought Into use a large body of
coal tar and other preparations which
share with quinine its popuarity as
a remedy of fevers and as a general
tonic in professional and domestic
practice.
Chlncona
or eruvian bark, Is
the generic name of a number of
trees indigenous to Peru, Ecuador,
and Bolivia, formerly the chief producers of that article. In the seventeenth century, however, it was first
imported into Europe, where Its value
was quickly recognized and Its use
largely extended. Later the cinchona tree was transplanted from South
America to Java, Indiana, Ceylon;
and certain other countries and its
cultivation developed until Java and
the British Indies have become the
world's chief producers of cinchona
bark. With this development of its
culture in the orient has come a
marked change In he source of the
cinchona bark imported into the
country in the last 30 years. Back
in 1886 when the annual imports exceeded five million pounds, nearly
three million pounds were imported
from Colombia, one and
d
million from England, about 600,000
pounds from South America exclusive of Colombia,
106,000
pounds
from Mexico, and smaller quantities
from the British West Indies, the
British East Indies, Central American states, France, Germany, and the
Dutch West Indies. In more recent
years, however, Netherlands is nominally the source of practically all
the cinchona and other quinine-bearin- g
barks imported, in the fiscal
year 1911 the total imports of the
class named were 3,826,000 pound.,
of which 3,769,000 were
stated as
from Netherlands, nearly 38,000 from
Germany, and the remaining 19,000
pounds from Texas. Presumably a
large part of the cinchona Imported
from Netherlands
is from Java,
whose exports of that article, chiefly
to Netherlands, amounted to 18 million pounds in 1910.
Germany is the great source of the
quinla and the various salts extracted from cinchona bark imported into
the United States. Of the 3,219,000
ounces Imported in the fiscal year
1911, 1,958,000
ounces came from
Germany, as against 946,000 ounces
from Netherlands, 207,000 ounces
from the Dutch East Indies, 83,000
ounces from England, and 25,000
ounces from France.

the chief reliance.

UNCLE SAM USES
A

BIG LOT OF
QUININE

LARGE AMOUNT OF THIS DRUG
AND CHINCONA IS IMPORTED EVERY YEAR.

Nearly 15 million dollars' worth of
quinine and the material from which
it is extracted has been imported into
the United States during the past
dozen years. Figures compiled by
the bureau of statistics, department
of commerce and labor, show that In
the period 1900-1inclusive, fully 40
million ounces of quinine and nearly
50 million pounds of cinchona and
barks have
other quinine-bearin- g
been imported, their aggregate value
being abut 14 million dollars. In
the currant fiscal year the imports
of cinchona bark will probably be
about ZVt million pounds, valued at
about one quarter million dollars;
and of quinla and its various salts, 3
million ounces, valued at approximately a half million dollars.
While quinine has long been a staple product of importation into the
country, no marked growth in its imports has occurred in the last quarter of a century. In 1882, for example, over 5 million pounds of cinchona bark were imported; in 1892,
3
million; in 1902, 3 4 million;
and in 1912 will probably be about
3
million pounds. In 1882 the imports of quinine and the various salts
of quinine amounted to 795,000
million ounces:
ounces; in 1884, 1
in 1892, 2 6 million; in 1902, 2 6
mijllon; in 1906, 4 4 million; and in
1911, 3
million; while the rate of
importation in the nine months of
the current year for which figures
are at hand point to a total of about
three million ounces in the 12 months
ending with June.
Meantime the price of quinine has
steadily fallen. In 1882 the average
import value per ounce was a little
less than $2; in 1902 it had dropped
to 28 cents, and In tne first nine
months of the current fiscal year was
but 15 (cents.
jLikewise cinchona
bark, the botanical source of quinine,
has dropped in average import value
per pound from 36 cents in 1882 to
less than eighfcents in 1912.
The decrease in imports of quinine,
despite the growth in poputlon
meantime, is ascribed to a variety
of causes. Among them may be
mentioned improved conditions of
sanitation and drainage throughout
the country, thus decreasing the prevalence of malarial and other fevST. LOIUS WOOi.
ers for which quinine has long been
St. Louis, May 8. Wool steady. Terknown to be a specific and in the ritory and western mediums 16(5)18;
treatment of which It was formerly fine mediums 1517; fine 1015.
one-thir-
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CURES

OLD

SORES

To every person suffering
with an old sore or chronic
ulcer, the very best news in this
paper is contained in the present
article. It is cood news because
it is true; it tells of a way to get rid of these plague spots which so
often sap the strength and vitality, and best of all, this permanent cure
is in reach of every one.
It is an absolutely true statement to say that every old sore or
chronic ulcer exists solely because of bad blood. Outside contaminations or influences may increase the local inflammation, but such
things have nothing to do with keeping the place open. It is the infected blood discharging its impurities through a weak spot on the
flesh that does this, and the sore will continue, gradually growing
worse, until the blood is purified of the exciting cause.
See how nature points to the cause through the symptoms. The
inflammation, discharge, discolored flesh, and the fret that external
applications never have any curative effect on the 3ve, show that
deep down in the circulation there is a morbid cause which prevents
the place from healing. But more convincing proof that bad blood is
responsible for old sores, is furnished by the fact that even removing
every visible trace of the ulcer by surgical operation does not cure;
the sore always returns.
S. S. S. heals old sores because it is the greatest of all blood
purifiers; it goes into the circulation and removes the cause from the
blood. When the blood has been purified there is no longer any inflammatory or infectious matter to irritate the place and nature canses
a natural and certain healing of the ulcer. When S. S. S. has cleansed
the circulation and the place is well, it is not a surface urf , not simply
a smoothing over of the outward evidence, but it is a perfect and permanent cure, because every vestige of the old cause has been driven
out S. S. S. is made entirely of roots, herbs and barks, cleansing and
invigorating in their nature, and of great tonic value. It is a medicine
adapted to persons of any age, and is just as effective with the old as
with the young or middle aged. Under the purifying and tonic effects
of S. S. S. the system is greatly strengthened and benefited. To hear
of S. S. S. has been good news to thousands, it is good news for you.
If you wish any special advice about an old sore or ulcer write
for our free book, and ask our medical department to give any instructions you may feel the need of. No charge for the book or advice.
S. S. S. is sold at drug stores.
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Carrel, whose skill in surgery and
experiments have made him famous
on two continents, has discovered
the possibility of Indefinitely preserving life in tissues separated from the
body.
Dr. Carrel is an associate member
of the Rockefeller institute for med-

ical research,and the current issues
of the Journal of Experimental Medicine, the official publication of the
institute, gives an account of his experiments. Outlining the methods of
cultivating tissues removed
from
bodies, Dr. Carrel says the results
have showed that the early death of
tissues cultivated in glass is preventable and their permanent life is not
impossible. He then adds:
I developed other
techniques
by which it might be possible to ob
tain permanent life of tissues."
Experiment With Piece of a Heart.
A large number of
experiments
were tried. This is Dr. Carrel's description of one:
"On January 17, 1912, a small
fragment of the heart of an
old
chick fetus was cultivated in hypotonic plasma. The fragment
pulsated
regularly for a few days and irrew
extensively. After the first washing
ana passage on January 24 the culture grew again very extensively, but
there were no rhythmical contrac
tions.
On January 29 and
February 1, 3,
6, 9, 12, 15, 17, 20, 24 and 28 the culture underwent 11 washings and passages. It became surrounded by fusiform cells and many dead cells. There
were no pulsations. After the twelfth
passage the culture did not grow at
all. Then the tissue was dissected
and the old plasma was
completely
extirpated. A small central fragment was removed, washed and
put
in a new medium.
On March 1 it
was pulsating at a rate that varied
between 60 and 84 per minute On
March 2 the pulsations were 104 at
41 degrees C, and on
March 3, 80 at
40 degrees C., but on March 4
the mil
satlons were very weak, and
stopped
altogether at 2 p. m.
"On March 5 the culture under went
its fourteenth passage, and the
pul
sations
reappeared
immediately.
They became weak again on March
7.
On March 8 the fifteenth
passage
was made. On March 9 the
pulsations
were again 80 to 82 per minutes at
40 degrees G, and on March 12
thoy
were 60 per minute. They snen be
came slower and weaker. After the
sixteenth passage, on March 12, the
pulsations were irregular, and the
fragment beat for a series of i to 4
,i
puusauons, and then
stopped for
about 20 seconds. After the seven
teenth passage, on March 16,
regular
pulsations at 52 beats per minute reappeared, and the tissue grew abundantly.
After the eighteenth passage, on March 19, the pulsations
were irregular."
It was thus demonstrated that a
fragment of chicken heart could still
pulsate rhythmically at the begim.in
of the third month of its life
outside
or the organism. It
showed, consequently, that a fragment of tissue living in vitro (in glass) could retain
its normal function for a long time
How Long Will
They Llvs?
The maximum age that tissues Jiv
ing in vitro can reach is still unde
termined.
Of 16 cultures of heart and bloodvessels made on January 17 wa
five were still very active In March,
1912, and of the five active ones two
heart cultures grew slowly, but pul
sated, and another heart culture,
which pulsated from time to time!
produced a large growth of ameboid
and fixed cells which covered au extensive area of the medium. In this
instance after having been motionless for two months the central
part
of the culture manifested
rhythmical contractions on the 3ixty-fift- h
day of its life in vitro. Moreover two cultures of connective tissue made on January 17 were growing actively at the beginning of
April. The rate of growth and the
increase in their volume became very
much greater as they grew older.
The previous achievements :n tha
transplantation of Using tissues aie
reported In the current Medical literature, Dr. G. Axhausen or 'Serin
being the compiler. He cites the case
of a patient "who had the upper
third of the femur from a cadaver
"Subse-quentsl-

y

y
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(removed 12 hours after death and
kept for 24 hoars in salt sol Jtton),
transplanted into his thigh in ,)'ac
of a bone which had been removed.
Ten months afterward be was running about with a movable Joint."
Citing other cases, this authority
asserts that "the relative vital independence of different cells has been
shown by the successful transplantation of living tissue; periosteum
taken from a cadaver hours after
death, yet transplanted to proper soil,
grows and forms new bone a certain
proof of its Independent
vitality."
But the experiments "have shown that
taken from a living being of
another species does not display the
capacity of an independent life, it
has also been found that the conditions for growth after transplantation
are more favorable when the tissue
is taken from one's own body, or
from a close blood relation, preferably a brother or sister.
USUALLY ONE DOSE
ENDS INDIGESTION

Heartburn, Gas and
Stomach Distress Vanishes

Dyspepsia,

All

If your meals don't fit comfortably,
or you feel bloated after eating, and
you believe it is the food which fills
you; if what little you eat lies like a
lump of lead on your stomach; if there
is difficulty in breathing after eaUng,
eructations of sour, undigested food
and acid, heartburn, biash or a belching of gas, you can make up your
mind that you need something to stop
food fermentation and cure indiges
tion.
To make every bite of fod you eat
aid in the nourishment and strength
of your body, yuu must rid-- your stom
ach of poisons, excessive "acid and
stomach gas, which sours your entire
meal Interferes with digestion and
causes so many sufferers of dyspepsia, sick headache, biliousness, con
stipation, griping, etc. Your case is
no different you are a stomach suf-ierer, though you may call it by some
other name; your real and nniv
trouble is that which you eat does not
ferments and
digest, but quickly
isourtt, (producing
almost any
condition.
A case of Pape's Diapepsin will cost
fifty cents at any pharmacy here, and
will convince any stomach sufferer
five minutes after taking
a single
dose that fermentation
and sour
stomach is causing tJhe misery of indigestion.
No matter if you call your trouble
catarrh of the stomach, nervousness
or gastritis, or by any other name
always remember that a certain cure
is waiting at any drug store the mo
ment you decide to begin its use.
Pape's Dapepsin will regulate any
stomach within five minutes, and digest promptly, without any
fuss or discomfort, all of any kind of
food you eat.
y

RED CROSS

AIDS

THE STARVING
CHINESE
ORGANIZATION IS RAISING FUNDS
MILLIONS
TO A88I8T
OF
HUNGRY PEOPLE

Washington, May 8. Reports from
China received at the national head
quarters of the Red Cross wKhin the
last few days state that the famine
Is now at its most acute stage. During the next six weeks while the new
crops are ripening the need for relief
will be most Intense. At present the
releif committee is employing about
90,000 men on public works and the
earnings of these men are saving probably 500,000 persons from starvation.
Meanwhile, certainly 2,000,000 are suffering and many thousands must die
unless the relief measures are greatly
extended.
Charles W. Harvey of the Y. M. C.
A. of Tientsin, made a recent journey
through the famine districts and at
the request of United States Minister
Calhoun, at Peking, prepared a report
of his obseravtlons. The character of
this report which has been forwarded
to the state department and is now in
the hands of the Red Cross, may be
indicated by quoting briefly from its
contents.
"No children were seen at play. No
grain, meat, vegetables or foodstuffs,
of any kind except the bark, of trees,
dried grass, wild garlic and roots
were seen. We found no sign of clothing anywhere, except the rags on the
hacks of the people, no bedding, few
farming implements, nothing that
could possibly be turned into money
except an occasional piece of furni
ture and the doors of the houses or
ratfera in the thatched roofs. In many
places we noted the absence of doors
in the homes and saw the mud walla
of houses stripped of roofs which we
soon found had been used for fuel or
exchanged for food.
"On the first morning out of Ching
Kiangpu we met a man pushing a
wheelbarrow containing a low flat basket in which was huddled the starving forms of his wife and child and
beside them a few charred pieces of
wood which he hoped .to exchange in
the city for food. I shall never forget
one little mud hut without door, win
dow or furniture, on the mud floor of

which sat a young woman of 22 with
a child of two years lying on Its face
moaning. When I asked her why he
moaned she replied without comment.
I cannot get him to eat any more
grass. He is starving to death.'
"In all the visits to the homes of
these starving peasants there was no
begging, no appeals to our pity, no
tales of their suffering no tears, no
emotion, but simply the one sentence
over and over again, 'wo men Essu
llac' 'We are starving to death.' Unlike the beggars so common In the cities, these people a few years
ago
were successful farmers and laborers
unaccustomed to begging. They have
not learned to beg. We found several
homes in which only children were
left, and In one home a single child
of eight years, huddled In a corner
with a bowl of cooked bark and weeds,
which she was eating with chop
sticks. She was the last of her family. The workers in famine relief
said it was usual for the father to die
first, then the mother, then the older
children and the younger children last
of all, showing tha affection and
self sacrifice persislted even under
these conditions.
"I visited two of the stations for
famine relief carried on by the Central China Famine Relief committtee.
These were at You Kou and Sun Chia
Wei Ten; the first was conducted from
a Tillage of about 1,000 and the latter
in a farmhouse of one of the local
gentry. We thoroughly investigated
the relief work in operation, talked
over the plans of the Chinese and the
foreigners in charge, and with those

Distributing
Agents

7.60; calves $58.
Hogs, receipts 20,000. Market slow
5 to 10 cents higher.
Lights 7.25
7.75; mixed $T.357.82;
heavy
$7.357.90; rough 7.357.55; pigs
$6.856.95;. buk of sales $7.607.75.
Sheep, receipts 18,000. Market slow.
Native $4.657.50; western $57.65;
yearlings ?68.35; lambs, native $5.90
9; western $6.259.65.
M'FARLAND

Full Line of

THE PLAZA

ten-roun- d

ly administered."
The American Red Cross hae forin
warded to the relief committee
China over $150,000 since January 1.
This Includes the amount raised by
the vigorous efforts of the New York
Famine Relief committee which is 4
tireless auxiliary of the Red Cross.
But the committee in China pleade for
at least $200,000 more to enable it
to carry on its great task until the
new harvest ripens. Contributions of
any amount will help. They should
be sent to the American Red Cross
Washington, or to the treasurer of
the State Red Cross, Washington, or
to the treasurer of the State Red
Cross board of any state or to Mr.
Jacob H. Schiff, treasurer of the New
York committee.
Leroy Thacker, Watertown, 8. D,
says: "I suffered with rheumatism
for over eight years, and it seemed at
times I would go crazy with pain.
Three bottles of Foley Kidney Pills
cured my rheumatism and I gladly recommend them." O. G. Shaefer, Red
Cross Drug Co.
Now is the time to get rid of your
rheumatism. You can ao ?t by applying Chamberlain's Liniment and massaging the parts freely at each application. For sale by all dealers.
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TO MEET VETERAN

Pall River, Mass.. May 8. The fight
fans of Fall River and vicinity will
have an opportunity to see Packey
MacFarland in action tomorrow night,
when he will mix it up before a local
club with Martin Canole, one of the
veterans of the ring. The agreement
calls for a
bout at 135

self-hel- p;

WEBER

CHICAGO LIVE STOCK
Chicago, May 8. Cattle, receipts
21,000.
Market mosltly 10 to 15 cents
lower.
Beeves $5.908.90; "Texas
steers $5. 35 7. 25; western steers

$5.657.60; stockers and feeders
$4.156.60; cows and heifers $2.75

TAiP$

SELIG'S SUBLIME MASTERPIECE

Cinderella"

pounds.

IN THREE KEELS, with PirrUREDOM'S GRFATEST STAR

MISS MABEL TALIAFERRO

THE DAINTY. DIMINUTIVE INTERNATIONAL IDOL
The Production Beautiful, pronounced by press and critics
everywhere as The Crowning
Triumph of Moving Picture History. Rich, costly, and gorgeous, this production
is one
of mdescrrbable pictorial magnificence. There are ninety-nin- e
scenes or over 3 000 ft Of
elaborate settings, superb costumes, perfect photography, wonderful effects, and the actidh is
The story is beyond doubt the sweetest ever told'--thincomparable in its dramatic-elegance- .
of Cinderella and her silver slipper--t- he
story that is ever dear to the hearts of old and young alike'
at

Don't Fail to

Se This

Wonderful Picture

Bring the Children

bt.-an-

H, .... .x.TTT
You can reduce the cost of your
living just half by having our ice In
your chest. You will have no spoiled
milk or foods and in case of sickness,
you'll find that our pure ice will be
very beneficial. Remember, our ice
is made from the purest water, is
clear as a crystal, and we give you
accurate weight. Try us when next
in need of ice.

THE CRYSTAL ICE CO.
Phone Mstn 227.

convinced

CHARLES ILFELD COMPANY

THE MOVING

r

being relieved, and I am

that the relief is sanely and economically conducted; effective la relieving
the suffering of the people; In helping
to prevent the repetition of famine
conditions; does not pauperise those
helped but rather encourages
and that every dollar is honest-

THE

BROWNE

WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY MAY
Admission Adults 15c, Children 10c
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where Orozco is the dictator. Should
fornia Philharmonic festivals in con in Mississippi Tuesday, according to
Orozco be defeated it may mean the by the general conference of the
church here today. The re- junction with Schumann-Heink- ,
Kube- - figures compiled today.
Not more
rise of Gomez or a new military chief.
A rebel victory it Is believed spells solution, in part, follows:
lik, David Bispham, Alexander Bon- - than 25 per cent of the registered
"Whereas, in all those lands which ci and Harold Bauer. Manager Dun vote was polled. Returns are coming
a complete dictatorship hereatfer by
Orozco and, perhaps, the downfall of form a large part of the missionary can, and Colonel Ray are conferring in slowly. The figures on hand show
Gomez. Likewise a revolutiona"y tri- field of the Methodist Episcopal today on the possibility of the at- that Underwood has carried at least
umph at this moment would present church, the teachings and practices traction appearing in Las Vegas. Ex- - 65 of the 78 counties in the state and
a serious situation for the Madero gov- of Romanism deprive the people of the Governor IMWs, followed
the the number may be increased by the
y
ernment, as agents of the latter in Bible, pervert many of the fundament- banks, headed the list this morning official figures.
El Paso declared today the federal al doctrines of Christianity, and foster to put the deal thrugh. The colonel
government had concentrated nearly superstitions which alienate the think- left on train No. 10 for Denver. His
The Otnr prlnta all the nw
all its military strength for a decisivy ing class and bind heavy burdens upon the poor, therefore, be ft.
blow ifo the insurrectos.
MAY GET
"Resolved, that the MethodisT EpisEmilio Vasquez Gomez gave a de
tailed explanation today of the tangle copal church recognizes its plain duty
to prosecute its missionary enterpristhat has arisen over his relations wi'h
A STATE NORMAL General
es in Greek and Roman Catholic councusIn
Orozco.
Seated
the
toms house, the provisional ai'Ital of tries with increasing zeal, and be it
"Resolved, that It is our duty to opthe republic, with Pascual Orozco,
HOUSE WAYS AND MEANS COM- Sr., father of the military chief, at pose the machinations of Romanism
to counteract its attempts to gain
REhis side, Senor Gomez declared he had and
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an
control of our pubin
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accord
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Oroico
acting
PORTS SCHOOL BILL.
lic schools, to use the public funds for
for months. As early as March 2, the
sectarian schools; and finally be it
revolutionary junta in El Paso, ho asIn"Resolved, that we feel the deepest
N.
M.p
Santa Fe,
May (.Chief
serted, proclaimed him provisional
terest In the senate this morning president and simultaneously invited sympathy with love towards the
was in the passage of House Bill No. Orozco to join the revolutionary priests within the Greek and Catholic
9, commonly known as the bee bill. cause. As proof of this, Senor Gomez churches who are working toward a
This is a measure advocated by the produced a copy of the proceedings of more spiritual interpretation of the
bee keepers of the state and is de- the El Paso Junta on March 2. The Christian faith."
No More Smoking
signed to do away with epidemics of names of Dr. Policarplo Bueda, now
The
in a din of cheerconference
disease among bees. The senate revolutionist representative In Washwhich lasted for several minutes
ing
passed several other minor measures ington and other prominent Mexacins also
adopted a resolution presented by
and tabled several bills.among which are signed to It.
Rev. Robert Stephens of Danville, 111.,
was a bill by Senator Evans against
Senor Gomez exhibited the le.Vn which
prohibits the election of any ofof Pascual Orozco accepting tin rffer
restraint in trade.
ficer of 'the general conference, which
The house was chiefly occupied of military chief of the revolution includes secretaries of boards and ediOrozwith the measures on its calendar, and the correspondence In which
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STUNTS FOR THE GREAT LAS VEGAS WORLD
bill for normal schools at Artesta. mez. Fear that the American authori
legal combination, was taken today
As
lucumcari.
Portales, Clayton and
CHAMPIONSHIP BATTLE
ties might apprehend him for a vio- when the hearings in the suit to
the committee on ways and means lation of neutrality laws, was the rea
the corporation under the Shercontrols the house, this action is son given by Gomez for his repeated man anti-tru- st
act were resumed.
4-rou- nd
equivalent to the passape of the Clo-tl- s denials heretofore of complicity in reHenry A. Whitney testified conbill.
volutionary propaganda.
cerning what he knew of the disapThe committee also favorawly rThe messenger sent by Gomez to pearance of the papers in the wire.
ecited House Bill No. 45 to create Orozco at the rebel front 200 miles pool cases used as evidence before
Sumner county with the county seat away should reach him late today the federal
grand jury, which were";
t Fort Sumner. That Indicates the when, according to Gomez, Orozco will returned to the steel corporation af
bill will pass. Among the bills were fully understand what has been done ter the jndiotmems
were
tfuunu.
House Bill No. 80, by Montoya, au- and will formally sanction it.
Whitney testified he nad destroyed
to
thorizing county commissioners
the papers last October or Novemfrom the court
Water Is Poisoned.
transfer moneys
ber, on orders from Frank Baackes,
home-skiddi- ng
house repair fund to the roads fund.
Escalon, Mex., May 8 Poison in vice president of the American Steel
Carter introduced House Joint Reso- drinking water Is the ammunition and Wire company. The order was
H.
lution No. 23 authorizing the gover- which the- - federals now are using to
given when Baackes visited the Wornor to appoint a commission to visit crush the rebels. This was the charge cester
plant, he said.
the various towns asking for state made by General Salazar, who today
He was told before he destroyed
normal schools and report to the next reiwrted .to General Orozco that the them to take them to the office of
NOTE These pictures were taken in Ghicago at the
session. House Joint Resolution .no. recent battle at Cautro Clenegas was George A. Cragin, a Worcester offi24 was Introduced by Llewellyn to a rebel victory, balazar sent word cial of the company, where
of the signing of the articles.
time
they reratify the income tax amendment to by courier that he lost 22 men, most mained until the visit of Mr. Baackes,
the federal constitution. House Bin of whom perished after drinking from he said. Among the papers destroy181 by Lwelellyn provides additional a spring presumably infected by the
ed, Whitney testified, were the minfisfederals. Many of Salazar's men utes of the wire
appropriation for the sixty-thirrope pool, the pool
cal year to pay the salaries of state are ill. Salazar declared the govern- agreement and correspondce concern.officials. House Joint (Resolution ment loss was 70, killed and many
its operations.
SPEGIAL The World's Famous Moving Pictures, made
wounded.
The battle lasted 12 hours ing
No. 25 by Chavez, appropriates
of
the
After the town capituflated, Salazar
extra pay for the capital
"Raising of the Maine," will be shown THURSDAY,
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FINDS HIMSELF

AT YOUR DOOR

FULLY EQUIPPED

$1,050
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OVERLAND MODEL 59
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Telephone or call and we will have our demonstrator
show yon.

Las Vegas Automobile
Ph jne Main 344,

&

Machine

Co.

Whalen, & Fowler Prop

two-thir-

CtOViS

EXTRA!

TONIGHT!

WATCHES
INGERSOLL
INGERSOLL JUNIOR

$1.00
.... $2.00

$2.1 O

MIDGET

EQUITY (Waltham)--

$5.00

Standard Railroad Watches sold to Railroad
Employees on monthly installments.

ROBERT J. TAUPER.T
Manufacturing

Jeweler, and Optician.

Las Vegas, New Mexico.

SILVERWARE PREMIUMS
To any one paying cash or settling in full
every 30 days, we will give the well known Rogers

Triple Plate Silverware on exhibition in our window. See back of sale slips for basis of drawing.
Commence at once and become a regular customer
and secure just what you want in this line of
goods FREE. We will sell you goods as cheap as or
cheaper than our competitors. Give us a trial, we
want you for a steady customer.

Las Vegas Mercantile Co,

g

PHOTOPLAY
MAY

8

SHOE SALE
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THIS WEEK ONLY
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BACHARACH'S
Patent Vici Kid and Gun
Metal Oxfords

$2.50

2.29

e

Flynn in

go with his

trainer.
Johnson warming up for the
battle.
Road and gym work, shadow
boxing and wrestling.
Johnson's Chicago
in his French 120-P.
auto, etc.
NO RAISE IN PRICE

d
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PjQ

$4

Best Quality Pumps
and Oxfords, per

$2.79

500 Pairs of Women's Oxfords
and Pumps at Cost
A Big

Stock of Children's Tan and Black

Pomps and Oxfords at

1-- 4th
THE
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OF QUALITY'

10 CENTS
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THEALASKA

MAS
The man who does the
weighing, the measuring
the man who knows how
and why the man on
whom everything depends.
Our responsibility is never
lost sight of for a moment
in prescription filling. Every
our
prescription leaving
store is faultless from any
standpoint that you may
take. You may feel safe
and sure if we fill your
prescription.

CO.

Phone Main i

NEW DAINTY
WASH GOODS
inch fast colored figured
Batiste in light and dark patterns at 10c a yard.
40 inch Bordered Lawn in
the newest Grecian effects, all
colors at 15 a yard.
Cotton Folards, large assortment of colors, at 15c a yard.
Egyptian Tissue Ginghams,
at 20c and 25c a yard.
Silk and Linen mixed foulards, all .leading shades at
30c a yard.
30

Hoffman

&

Graubarth

(The Popular Priced Store)
Agenh or The New Idea

Phone Mam

10c

PaWern.

104.

KaKSK!HS

Cafe De Luxe

f

C. W. Miller of Santa Fe, was in
Las Vegas today on business.
Ben Schufct of Los Alamos was at
Las VafU today on business.
Felipe Sandoval returned yesterdaj
from a short trip to Kansas and Den
vet.
P. L. tSeinfeldt, accompanied by
Miss Minnie Roberts, came in todaj
rrom Mora.
Herbert W. Slark, secretary of the
republican state central committee, is
in Santa Fe on business.
Attorney W. G. Haydon returned
last night from a several days' business trip to Santa Fe.
H. R. Parker, a dry farmer from th
mesa east of Las Vegas, was In thi
city today on Unfitness.
Stephen Powers of the Agua Pura
company, left this afternoon on I
business trip to La Junta.
George Weegar, who has been in Las
Vegas during the past winter will
leave tomorrow for Chicago.
Miss Grace G. Cline, daughter of
C. L. CHne, Santa Fe claim agent, returned yesterday from Denver.
J. E. Hesland of Santa Fe came in
last night from the Capital City and
.as in Las Vegas today on business.
of Thi
Herbert W. Clark,
for the northern part of the suite una
Denver to Los Angeles and Pasadena
Walter Alter has returned from a
short trip to Kansas and is again on
the job coupling box cars in tbe Santa
Fe yards.
Judge H. L. Waldo, solicitor for the
Santa Fe, returned last night on delayed train No. 9 from a short trip to
Kansas City.
Attorney John D. W. Veeder returned last nigh from Santa Fe, where
he had been for the past three days
on legal business.
Patricio Sanchez came in yesterday
from his home in Miora on a short
business trip to this city. He Is sheriff of Mora county.
Mrs. W. C. Dennis will return to
Las Vegas Sunday from an extended
visit with friends and relatives in 11
licois, Indiana and Ohio.
Paz Valverde, president of the
Union Commercial company of Clayton, was In Las Vegas yesterday after-neo- n
and today on business,
Mr. and Mrs. Telesfor Romero are
In Un Vegas visiting friends and relatives. Mr. Romero is employed as
a car inspector by the Santa Fe company at Pueblo, Colo.
0. C. Robbins and daughter, Miss
Clara Robbins, left lasft; night for a visit of several weks in St. Louis, from
whence they will go by the way of
Denver to Los 9ngeles and Pasadena.
0. H. Hall, inspector for the Santa
Fe refrigerator department, was in
Las Vegas yesterday from his headquarters In El Paso, leaving last night
for the northern part o fthe state and
Trinidad.
R. C. Nesbitt, L. T. Nesbitt, I. E.
Kenny and William Austin, all of
Fort Sumner, were In Las Vegas today on business relating to a civil
suit which is being heard by District
Judge D. J. Leahy.
Miss Eva Abramowsky arrived yes
terday afternoon from her home in Los
Angeles for, an extended visit with
Mrs. N. L. Rosen
her grandmother,
thai. Miss Abramowsky formerly re
sided in Las Vegas. ,
A. J. Houghten, ooe of the
old
timers in this country, but now a resident of San Diego, Calif., whs in Lai
Vegas a short time yesterday, stop
ping off while en route from the Pa
cific coast to Kansas.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Peterson and
son arrived last night on. train No. 4
from Santa Fe and will be in Las Vegas two weeka visiting friends. Mr.
and Mrs. Peterson were formery residents of Las Vegas, Mr. Peterson having had charge of the circulation of
The Optic.
.
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BARNES & RUSH,
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MADE

ORDER

OF HUMAN HAIR to match
any shade. Will also make
up your combings.
AT TAICHERFS
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Statement of the
COMMERCIAL UNION ASSURANCE
Company, Limited, of London
Northwestern

Department,

FREEZER

PERSONALS

The Prescriptioolst

WINTERS DRUG

--

Denver,

Colo.
$7,587,440.03
Assets
4,777,793.05
Liabilities
2,809,646.98
Surplus ..,
(Signed) J. F. EDMONDS,
Resident Secretary.
January 1, 1912.
DEMOCRATIC PRIMARY.
Call is hereby made, for a demo
cratic primary to be held at the city
hall in the city of Las VegaB, in
Precinct No. 29, San Miguel county,
New Mexico, at 8 o'clock p. m., on

Santa Fe train No. 9 of last night
was six hours late and the California Limited of this morning was run-

ning three hours behind schedule as
a result of a derailment of train 'Nod
11, the Kansas
train,
yesterday noon at Caddop, 18 miles
west of Lamar, Colo. None of the
Thursday, May 9, 1912, lor the pur
cars of No. 11 overtimed and no one
10
to
at
pose of selecting
delegates
Tha ctndent was
tend the county democratic conven was injured.
a
caused
broken
cinnk axle.
by
tion, to be held at Las Vegas, N. M.;
on the 10th day of May, 1912, for the
STOLE WOMAN'S JEWELS
purpose of selecting delegates to the
Los Angeles, May 8. A marine on
state democratic convention, to be
board the cruiser Maryland is in cusheld at Clovis, New Mexico, on the
tody
today charged with having rob14th day of May, 1912. All democrats
bed Mrs. Philander C. Knox, wife of
are invited to be present. ,
the secretary of state, of diamonds
P. D. McELROY, Chairman. valued at more than
$2,000. The acAttest:
cused marine is said to have been arGEORGE H. HUNKER, Secretary. rested in
San Diego March 29.
Several ot tbe stolen daimonds were
It would surprise you to know of
the great good that is being done by reeoyere. from a pawnshop. They
Chamberlain's Tablets. Darius Dow- will be sent to Mare Island to be used
N. B., as evidence when the marine is
ney, of Newberg Junction,
writes, "My wife has been using brought to trial. Mrs. Knox missed
Chamberlain's Tablets and finds them the Jewels while the party was trav
very effectual and doing he? lots of eling from the canal zone to San Jose
good." If you have any trouble with de
Guatemala on the cruiser Mary- your stomach o- - bowels give them a
land.
trial For sale by all dealers.
City-Denv-
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SALE

Powder

ALL GROCERS

THE BOXERS

Freezer

WHITE

size

THE PHOTOPLAY
TONIGHT

Captain E. B. Wheeler, manager of
the Butler estate near Fort Union,
Mora county, was in Las Vegas yes
terday and today on business.
THE OLD PLEA.
He "Didn't Know It Was Loaded."
The coffee drinker seldom realizes

that coffee contains the drug, caf
feine, a serious poison to 'the heart

of the best makes

OtC

"n. I

size

MAY

FREEZERS

MOUNTAIN

"Wed
'idga

DUNCAN THEATRE

size

8th

"There's never a Law of God or
Man runs north of Fiftythree'

REFRIGERATORS
K. O. Brown and Leach Cross will
meet in Madison Square Garden, New
York, May 17.
Jimmy Walsh will go to Chicago and
try to hook up in a match with Johnny
Coulon.
,
Abe Attell seems to be in bad fof MOTION PICTURES WILL SHOW
ENGAGED
fair. Every time the little
PUEBLO FIREMAN
appears in a boxing bout there
IN TRAINING
is a cry of "frame-up.- "

OtS.

ffho

We also carry a full stock of
WITH

she

OUR ALL METAL FREEZER

Also made by The Alaska
Company.
$1.50 for the 1 quart
1.90 for the 2 quart
2.85 for the 3 quart

JIMM1E FLYNN AT

a

Try a Sack You'll Like It.

BY

--

pure,Cream

Flour that makes Baking a Delight

-MILLED

Insures light, sweet,

food
wholesome
A
of Tarter

m

KKOULAK ftMTAIL VALUM. tffl.OO

$1.75 for the 1 quart size
2.25 for the 2 quart "
4.00 for the 4 quart

at

prices that talk
A few good Second-Hangerators at big bargains.

KIPLING

Refri

d

THE ROSENTHAL

THE
TO

NO OCCASION

BARRIER

First Transcontinental Tour of REX
BEACH'S Great Story of
the Last Frontier.

Fight fans who are especially inter
fused in the present relative standing
of Jack Johnson and Jim Flynn will
find the Jack Curley training pictures
to be shown at the Photoplay theater
tonight a pretty good basis for speculation.
A
Gradually public sentiment is urging
the rftoek of the Pueblo fireman upBY
AS INTERPRETED
SALOME,
ward, and now it is quite a common
NO
ATHMORE
GREY, NEEDS
happening to "read a statement from
SHOCK ABSORBERS
prominent fight dopesters modifying
Direct from Its Long Run at the New Amsterdam
their early utterances anent the com
John the Baptist never saw the
Theatre, New York Gty. Complete Scenic Production.
ing great heavyweight championship Salome
dance, yet he lost his head
A Company of Picked
go.
Players.
over it. Perhaps had he seen the
If Jim Flynn's ability to make a fa
sedance, his head would have been
vorable impression on those whom he cure. A lot
of Las Vegas men wit
$51.
meets was in proportion to his physinessed the modern Salome last night;
cal advancement, the black man would
not one of them lost his head on ac
have a mighty battle before he would count
affair.
of the
Perhaps
go down to defeat, but his Waterloo same of them would have liter
Salome and the dance last night did
HOW'8 THI8?
would be certain.
We offer One Hundred Dollars Relost their heads if they had show- not inspire him with the desire to
ally
That he has been working diligently ed too
much enthusiasm because witness any other interpretations
of ward for any case of Catarrh that
and intelligently is shown in the piccannot be cured by Hall's Catarrh
were
them.
with
their wives
this "most artistics of all dances."
Cure.
tures that will be exhibited tonight,
To a casual observer there Is nothMile. Grey did not kick because the
P. J. CHENEY & CO,
and those who witnessed the private
are
to the Salome. Bare feet
not audience was small, but she did some
Toledo, O.
exhibition are emphatic in their stateso pretty, in the average man's tall kicking by way of showing what
We, the undersigned, have known
ment ithat the coveted belt is labeled nearly
opinion, as daintily slippered pedal ex she can do. There is no doubt but F. J. Cheney for tha last 15 years,
"Pueblo."
tremitles. Bared ah limbs be they that she is capable of registering a and believe him perfectly honorable
The pictures that Jack, Curley has
ever so shapely, do not look so ah ar- good kiok if occasion demands. She in all business transactions and finanassembled are more than training
to carry oat any obligatistic as those chastely draped in can kick if occasion as well as for cially able
tions made by his firm.
pictures, and, those who see Johnson silken
hosiery ; that is, to the average wards and it would be well to keep out NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE,
leaving his Chicago residence, enter man. The
good old conventional dan- of range should the lady become vexToledo, O.
his great French 120 horse power auces of modern chorus girls have the ed unless one wanted to lose his
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken interto, speed at breakneck pace and skid
Salome backed off the boards tha. head. Mile. Grey wore some flossy nally, acting directly upon the blood
for the fun of it, cannot help but feel
is the kind of a Salome performed ai clothes last night. Most of them were and mucous surfaces of the system.
that his overconfidence and indiffer
cent
Duncan opera house last night by transparent or nearly so but the Testimonials sent free. Price 75
the
ence is going to count in favor of the
bottle. Sold by all druggists.
per
Mile. Athmore Grey.
The Optic's stage wag dimly lighted and nobody
Take Hail's Family Pills for conPueblo boy whose only ambition is to
dance editor has never seen but one was badly shocked.
stipation.
see the unpopular ring autocrat take
the count of ten and then some.
Las Vegans will get to see these
pictures before Kansas City, Denver,
Omaha, Salt Iike or any of the cities
Capital Paid in
Surplus
in the west, and just five days after

LOSE ONE'S
HEAD

Play Teeming with the Rugged Strength of the Northland.

and nerves, causing many forms of
disease, noticeably dyspepsia.
"I was a lover of coffee and used
it for many years and did not realize
the bad effects I was suffering from
its use. (Tea is just as Injurious
as coffee because it, too, contains
caffeine, the same drug found in coffee.)
"At first I was troubled with indigestion. I did not attribute the trouble to the use of coffee, but thought
It arose from other causes. With
these attacks I had sick headache,
nausea and vomiting. Finally my
stomach was in such a condition 1
could scarcely retain any food.
"I consulted a phylsician; was told
all my troubles came from indigestion, but was not informed what
caused the indigestion. I kept on
with the coffee and kept on with the
troubles, too, and my case continued
to grow worse from year to year until it developed into chronic diarrhea,
nausea and severe attacks of vomitI could keep nothing on my
ing.
stomach and became a mere shadow,
reduced from 159 to 128 pounds.
"A specialist informed me I had a
very severe case of catarrh of the
stomach which had got so bad he Chicago.
could do nothing for me and I beWrestling, boxing, road and gymnacame convinced my days were num- sium work, medicine ball playing, shadow boxing and the various other
bered.
"Then I chanced to see an article stunts indulged in training will be
setting forth the good qualities of seen upon the screen. PhotographicalPostum and explaining, how coffee ly, !the pictures are said- to be marvels
Injures people so I concluded to give of clearness.
Postum a trial. I soon saw tne good
effects my headaches were less fre
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK.
quent, nausea and vomiting only
Kansas City, Mo., May 8. Oattie
oame on at long Intervals and I was
soon a changed man, feeling much
Receipts 5,000, including 300 southerns; market steady. Native steeds
better.
'Then I thought I could stand cof $6.908.8O; southern steers $5.U0?i
fee again, but as soon as l tried it 8.30; southern cows p.nd heif;?rs
my old troubles returned and I again $4.256.26; native cows and heifers
sua feeders
turned to Postum. Would you be $4.258.00; stackers
lieve' it, I did this three times before $5.007.35; bulls ?:."j6.75: calves
I had sense enough to quit coffee for $6.008.50; western
steers $6.b0rti
good and keep on with the Postum. 1 8.65; western cows $l'.50!5.5l.
am now a well man with no more
Hogs Receipts 9,000; market 5 to
headaches, sick stomach or vomiting 10 cents higher. Bulk of sales $7.55
and have already gained back to 147 7.80; heavy $7.807.85; packers and
pounds." Name given by Postum Co., (butchers '$7.707.85; lights $7.35
Battle Creek, Mich.
7.75; pigs $5.756.76.
Look in pkgs. for the famous little
Sheep Receipts 8.000; market 15
to 25 cents higher. Colorado lambs
book, "The Road to WellvUIe."
Ever read the above letter? A new $9.50; muttons
$4.507.5O; lambs
one appears from time to time. They $7.259.60; fed wethers
and yearare genuine, true, and full of human lings $5.008.25; fed ewes $3.75
7.00; Texas goats $3.254.10.
Interest.
-
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$100,000.00
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INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS

LlS Vegas Savings Bank
Capital Stock, $30,000.00
Office with the San Miguel National Bank

Wm. G. Haydon
H. W. Kelly
D. T. Hoskins

President
Vice President
Treasurer

Interest Paid on Deposis
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MY LADY OFJDOUBT

By KANOALL PARRISH
Author ot"LoYcUader Fire," 'My Lady of the North," etc.
Illustrations by HENRYjTHIEDE
(0rrifb A. C McCurt JCo. I9U
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from Yesterday)

had'engageTJ In a smrnnsn WttS S9rh
of his followers, losing two men.
Colonel Mortimer had been wounded
" e father, not the son. But I am
of the boy. slightly. As to Eric he knew nothing
evil
belle
.
to
t- tiling
no one had even mentioned the lad's
not conceive that treachery la In name.
and
shall have
Mortimer blood, air,
It was thus clearly evident I could
be convinced before I condemn the
do nothing, although I now possessed
here
leave
last?"
he
did
i. When
a well defined theory of just what had
"AbOBt the middle of May."
occurred. To my mind Eric was in
"Would you mind telling me his
the hands of Fagin, either hidden seWhere he was sent?"
Tie officer glanced keenly Into my curely away among the sand caves for
Continued

e

4fc

mis-eto-

some purpose connected with Grant's
treachery, or else with the intention
of claiming the reward for his capture
offered by Howe. The former prob-ablseemed most likely in view of
Grant's failure to return to Philadel
phla with Colonel Mortimer, yet there
was no reason why the conspirators
should not wreak vengeance, and win
the reward also. But did Claire
know, or suspect the predicament of
her brother? If she did, then she
was seeking to conceal the truth from
her father, but would never remain
long inactive in the city. I knew the
girl's real spirit too well to believe
she would fall for long In leainlng
the boy's fate. And when she did she
would act quickly. ' Perhaps even now
she was back at Elmhurst, facing peril
In the track of the contending armies,
striving to give the lad refuge.
In an agony of apprehension I asked
tor a scouting detail in that direction,
but was sternly refused. Word h&d
come that Clinton was evacuating
Philadelphia; that his advance was
already across the Delaware. Any moment might bring to our little army
orders to press forward to intercept
him. I was a soldier, compelled to
remain.
y

I

.

.Mfiwsj haflft

jm J.
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Farrell

Came at the Head
Men, Well Armed, and
Word With Him.

I

of Fifty
Had a

face; then ran hastily over a package
of papers taken from an open trunk.
"I can see no harm in doing so now,
major. He was sent to communicate
with a British officer a prominent
Tory who has associations with 'Red'
Tagin, and others In Monmouth county. This officer has In the past, for a
consideration, furnished us with valuable Information, generally through
young Mortimer, who knew him. He
had written us that he had more to
pell."
"Where were they to meet?"
"At a rendezvous known as the Lone
Tree, not far from Medford."
"Was the Tory officer named
Grant?"
He stared at me in surprise.
"I am not at liberty to answer."
"Oh, very well; however,

I under-

stand the situation even better than
you do probably. Only I advlae you
one thing don't condemn that bey until you learn the truth. 'Grant is an
scoundrel,
unmitigated,
and the treachery Is his. You'll learn
that, if you wait long enough. Mortimer is either dead, or in Fagln's hands,
flood night."
I passed out, and was beyond the
guard, before he could call me, even
had he desired to do so. I had no
fwish to talk with him longer. I felt
disappointed, sick at heart, and realized this staff officer was strongly
prejudiced against young Mortimer. It
seemed to me I saw a little light, al-though not much. Eric bad been at
Elmhurst, and Claire was not innocent
cf his presence In that neighborhood,
She was shielding him, and it was
through her help that his first report
to Lee had been sent back by the Indian. Then Erie must have been in
the house while I was there. Indeed
must have been Eric who made me
prisoner. And to protect him she
fhad told me a deliberate falsehood,
t As I rode back through the night,
"finding a path almost by Instinct
'through the maze of military encampments, I thought of all these things,
exonerating her from wrong, and yet
wondering more and more at her real
connection with the various events.
'.The chief had not stated what Information of value Grant had promised
:to reveal; nor what Eric's first report
"nad contained. In my sudden disappointment I had forgotten to Inquire.
And where could the boy be? What
could have happened to him? Something serious surely to keep him thus
hidden for nearly a month. Claire
would know, but she was probably
long ago back in Philadelphia in the
heart of the British garrison. And I?
Well, I was tied hand and foot by discipline; helpless to turn aside from
duty now In the face of this new campaign. Every man was needed, and
no personal consideration would excuse my leaving the ranks even for a
day. It was with heavy heart I rode
Into the camp of my regiment, and lay
down on the bare ground, with head
pillowed upon the saddle, knowing the
drums "would sound in a few short
hours.
It was hard to work through the
routine of the next few days, all hough
some excitement was given us of
Maxwell's brigade by scouting details
aent across the valley to observe the
movements of the British patrols. On
euch duty I passed the greater portion
of two days In the saddle, and, by
chance, met both Farrell and Duval,
who were with the Jersey militiamen,
now rapidly coming In to aid us, as
the rumors of an impending battle
spread across country. Farrell came
at the bead of fifty men, rough looking, raggedly dressed fellows, but well
armed, snd I had a word with him
while pointing out where Dickinson's
troops were camped. Unfortunately
"he knew little of value to me. Mortimer's column of Queen's Rangers
bad passed bis place on their return
to Philadelphia two days after my escape. Grant was not with them, but
Claire was, while Peter had been left
behind at Elmhurst. Fagin had not
wwa wfim Blth.b hn.Rftngers
cold-bloode- d
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CHAPTER XXIV.
to Sattie.
?orc.r:3 C.'ir-.I was lerc uchind a Cryeil's
Frry,
for the purpose of hastening Torwuri

any supplementary orders from Wastn
lngton, when Maxwell, and the Jersey
militiamen, pressed forward in an effort to retard the march of the enemy.
From the reports of scouts we began
to understand what was occurring.
Before dawn on the eighteenth of June
the British army began leaving the
city, crossing the Delaware at Gloucester point, and by evening the motley
host, comprising Regulars, Hessians,
Loyalists, and a swarm of camp followers, were halted near Haddenfleld,
five miles southeast of Camden.
The moment this knowledge reached
Washington, he acted. In spite of opposition from some of his leading officers, his own purpose remained stead-xac- t,
and every preparation had already been carefully made for energetic pursuit. Our troops fit for service numbered less than Ave thousand
men, many of these hastily gathered
militia, some of whom bad never been
under Are, but the warmth and comfort of the summer time, together
with the good news from France, had
inspired all with fresh courage. Whatever of dissension existed was only
among the coterie of general officers,
the men in the ranks being eager for
battle, even though the odds were
strong against us. There was no delay, no hitch in the promptness of advance. The department of the Quartermaster-General
had every plan
worked out in detail, and, within two
days, the entire army had crossed the
river, and pushed forward to within a
few miles of Trenton. Morgan, with
six hundred men, was hurried forward
to the reinforcement of Maxwell, und,
relieved from my duties at the ferry,
I was permitted to join bis column.
I know not when, during all my
army life, I was more deeply impressed with the awful solemnity of
war, than as I watched these volunteer soldiers land on the Jersey shore,
and tramp away through the dust. In
those ranks were sick and wounded
scarcely able to keep up; occasionally
one would crawl aside but the moment
he was able would join some new body,
and resume the march.
They were animated by a stern purpose which yielded power. Such as
these were not to be trifled with. Others might scoff at their raggedness of
line, their carelessness of discipline,
their nondescript garments, and variety of equipment, but to one who had
seen such in battle who had been
with them at Trenton, Brandywine,
and Germantown they were warriors
not to be despised, stern, grim fighters, able to hold their own against
England's best drilled battalions. I
watched them file past Wayne's,
Scott's brigades, and Jackson's
and Grayson's regiments marking
the brown,
faces, the eager
eyes, the sturdy, tireless tread, the
well oiled muskets. Boys, men,
all alike exhibited in their
faces the same expression. They were
anticipating battle against a hated foe,
and counted hardship as nothing compared with the joy of conflict. Every
step brought them closer to the
grapple of arms to that supreme test
of strength, courage, endurance, for
which they had left their homes. They
might be poorly drilled, illdressed,
variously armed, yet these were fighting men.
It was midnight when Morgan led us
up the Steep bluff1, and out upon the
sandy road. We advanced silently,
nd In straggling column through the
darkness, passing the embers of
:amp fires for several miles, the
soldiery of other commands
sleeping on the ground. At Hopewell,
Washington was holding another coun-- !
At we swung
;11 with his officers.
past we could perceive his tall figure

standing in the glow of a Are, and
there arose from the lips of our men
a sudden. Involuntary cheer, breaking
strangely upon the solemn silence of
the night. The group about him were
startled and looked about, and he
paused a moment shading his eyes.
"What troops are these?" he asked,
his voice cutting across the distance.
A hundred answered him:
"Morgan's riflemen!"
"Good, my lads!" and even at that
distance I could see his face brighten.
"There will be work for you at dawn."
With a rolling cheer, echoing down
our ranks from front to rear, we answered, swinging the guns over our
heads, as we swept forward Into the
dark night. There might be discussion, dissension about that council fire,
Dut there was none in the hearts of
those who were going out to die. Already rumors were flying about regarding Lee's unwillingness to engage
in battle. I saw him as I trudged
past, standing beside Wayne, the firelight on his face, although his head
was bowed. Even to our cheers he
never once glanced up, and, as we
passed beyond the radius of light, I
laid my hand upon the mane of Morgan's horse.
"Is It true that Charles Lee thinks
we should let Clinton go without fighting?" I asked soberly. "That was rumored at the ferry."
" 'Tis enough," he answered, bis
eyes upon the dark column of plodding men. "And he seems to have
others with him. I know not what has
put the coward into the fellows of
late. Saint Andrew! the odds are no
greater than we have met before. But
there'll be no fighting, lad, I fear, unless Washington takes the bit in his
teeth and orders it. I'm glad the boys
cheered him; 'twill give the man new
heart."
"You favor the Joining of Issue?"
"Why not? Were we ever in better
fettle? A retreating army is always
half whipped, and we can choose our
ground. Why, lad, 'tis reported Clinton's line stretches out full twelve
miles, with train of baggage wagons
and battery horses, and camp followers enough for a division. 'Twill be
easy work attending to them, and most
of his troops are Dutch and Tories."
By daylight we came up with the
New Jersey militia, lying at rest along
the bank of the Millstone river, waiting their turn to ford that stream, and
join Maxwell on the opposite shore.
From where I stood I could see the
thin lines of Continentals spreading
out like a fan, as the skirmishers advanced up the opposite bluffs. Down
the trampled bank, men were struggling with a light battery, and suddenly In the press of figures I came upon
Farrell. He was mud from head to
foot, his face streaked with It, but he
looked up with beaming eyes as I
spoke his name, and our bands
clasped.
"I thought you would be over there
with Maxwell," he said, pointing
across at the black dots, now clearly
distinguishable in the glow of sunshine.
"I was left behind, and came up just
now with Morgan," I replied. "But I
am anxious enough to be with my own
fellows. What means that skirmish
line, Farrell ? Are we already in touch
with Clinton?"
He swept the hair out of his eyes
with his great fist.
"No one knows exactly, but the British are not far off, and are headed this
way. A scout came through with the
news two hours ago Clinton has takHe
en the road to Monmouth."
chuckled grimly, glancing at my face.
"And who think ye the lad was who
told us?"
"Who?" my throat tightening.
"The same you was so anxious about
a few days back."
"Mortimer! Eric Mortimer?"
"Aye, unless my eyes fall me already, it was the boy."
"You are sure? You saw him?"
"Well, I had a glimpse, as he came
up the bank here from the ford, his
horse dripping. It was dark still, and

Var-num'-

dust-cake-

gray-beard-

s,

"He Went by Me, Digging His Horse
With His Spurs and Lying Close'
he only stopped to ask the road. I
knew the voice, and the form the lad
is as slender as a girl then he went
by me, digging his horse with the
spurs, and lying close. He had a Dragoon's cape flapping from his shoulders, but 'twas the boy all right. Ah!
(here go the guns up the bank. Now,
perhaps, they'll let me take my fighting dogs across."
The way was open for me, at least,
and I swung up into the saddle, and
drove my horse down the slippery
shore Into the water. The stream
was not deep, although the current
flowed swiftly, and a moment later I
had found Maxwell.
"Yes," he said to my first question,
"we are going to fight, although It
may not be anything more serious

than skirmishing today. Washington
bas decided in spite of Lee, thank
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God, and well have a go at the Red
costs. Lafayette commands the advance, and Wayne will be up within
a few hours. We are to skirmish
toward Monmouth Court House;
Clinton has turned that way."
"You learned that from a scout?"
"Yes; he just came through; one of
Charles Lee's men, I understood a
for-war- d

ill! Hit!

1

iff Ail 1

rosy-cheeke- d

men are over there, major, beyond the
clump of timber. In my Judgment
we'll accomplish little today, for
there Is a heavy storm in those clouds
yonder."
"How many men will we have when
Wayne comes up?"
"About four thousand, with the militia. We are ordered to hang close
to Clinton's left, while Morgan circles
him to the right. 'Tis said the British have transports, at Sandy Hook,
and are trying to get there; that was
the word young Mortimer brought in."
The bath in the water seemed to
have helped my horse, but I rode slowly up the valley toward the wood
which served as my guide. Before
I reached the skirmishers, great drops
of rain fell, and then a downpour, utterly blotting out the landscape.
Lightning flashed, the thunder unremitting, the rain a flood, water leaped
down the side of the hill cascades,
and, blinded, I drew my horse back
Into the slight shelter of the wood,
and waited, gripping him by the bit.
Men ran back down the hill, seeking
shelter from the fury of It, and I bent
my head, soaked to the skin. For the
first time I realized how tired I was,
every muscle aching with the strain
of the long night's march, my head
throbbing from the awful heat of the
early morning. I sat down in the
mud and water; my arm through the
bridle rein, my head against the
trunk of a tree, which partially protected my face from the beating rain.
But there was no sleep .possible.
My mind pictured the field of action,
reviewed the events leading up to this
hour, and, as surely, reverted to Claire
I had almost forgotten
Mortimer.
the sturdy downpour so intensely was
I thinking, when a courier came spurring forward, blinded by the storm,
yet riding recklessly. He must have
seen the group of men huddled at the
edge of the grove, for he drew up his
horse, calling my name.
"Major Lawrence, I come from General Maxwell," be shouted between
the crashes of thunder. "You are
given command of the right of the
line, and will press on regardless of
the storm until the enemy is met in
force. Dragoons have been seen two
miles east. You understand, sir?"
"Yes," leading forth my horse.
"Come on, lads, it's the top of the
hill! What about the artillery?"
"We may not be able to move the
guns," he answered, "but you are to
keep your powder as dry as possible
and hold Clinton to the road. Dry
powder will be sent as soon as the
storm breaks. That's all, sir."
I could scarce see the fellow as his
horse whirled, and went splashing
down the slope. Through the mist of
rain the men gathered about were
mere blotches.
"All right, you water-rats- ,
come on!"
I sang out cheerfully. "We'll give the
s
the butts of our guns any-
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There was a faint cheer as the
drenched figures sprang forward racing after me. Twice we ran up against
small parties of horsemen, exchanging
shots, but these fell back, leaving the
road clear. By dark we were at
hungry and thoroughly worn
out, and there we halted, sleeping
upon our arms. All I had in my haversack was a single hard biscuit,
after munching which I lay down upon
the ground and fell instantly asleep.
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boy, who said
his name was Mortimer. He had ridden from Cookstown, and was reeling
In the saddle, but would go on. Your
blue-eye-
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air. Rapid marching was impossible,
yet by nine o'clock we had passed
the Freehold meeting house, and were
halted In the protection of a considerable wood, the men dropping to the
ground in the grateful shadow. Maxwell came along back of our line, his
horse walking slowly, as the general
mopped his streaming red face. He
failed to recognize me among the others until I stepped out into the boiling
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CHAPTER

XXV.

(To Be Continued Tomorrow.)

The Fight at Monmouth.
The next day Sunday, the twenty-eightof June, 1778 dawned with
cloudless sky, hot, sultry, the warmest
day of the year. Not a breath of
air stirred the leaves, and In the tree
branches above us birds sang gleefully. Before daybreak we, who had been
permitted to sleep for a few hours,
were aroused by the sentries, and, in
the gray dawn, partook of a meager
breakfast. A fresh supply of ammunition was brought up and distributed
among the men, and, before sunrise,
we were in line, stripped for a hot
day's work, eagerly awaiting orders.
I can make no pretense at describing in any detail, or sequence, the
memorable action at Monmouth Court
House, but must content myself with
depicting what little I saw upon the
firing line of Maxwell's brigade. We
advanced slowly eastward over a gently rolling country, diversified by small
In advance was a thin line
groves.
of skirmishers, and to left and
right
were Dickinson's and Wayne's men,
their muskets gleaming in the sunlight.
Early the rumor crept about
among us that Lee had come up during the night with fresh troops, and
assumed command.
Who led us was of but small consequence, however, as there was now no
doubt in any mind but what battle was
Inevitable.
Already to the south
echoed a sound of firing where Morgan had uncovered a column of Dragoons. Then a courier from Dickinson dashed along our rear seeking
Lee, scattering broadcast the welcome
news that Knypbausen and his Hessians, the van of the British movement, were approaching. With a cheer
of anticipation, the solders flung aside
every article possible to discard, and
Before
pressed recklessly forward.
we moved a mile my horse became so
lame, I was obliged to dismount, and
proceed on foot. Never have I experienced a hotter sun, or a more sultry
h
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UP IN ARMS AGAINST CRITICS

Theater Managers Resent
"Roasts" and Newspaper Makes
a Plain Talk.

London

One can easily sympathize with an
ictor manager, and not less, as in a
recent instance, with an
who finds that personal estimates of the merits of a play are not
Indorsed either by the critics or by
;hat far more important section of the
jommunity, the playgolng public. But
the growing practice on the part of
those who control our theaters of
showing something like petulance, or
worse, when they find they have made
i mistake is full of awkward possibilities. Gerald du Maurier's outburst
BeIs the latest instance in point.
cause those whom he invited to express opinions on his new venture,
"The Dust of Egypt," told the truth
about it and failed to Indulge in
paeans of praise he writes a portentous letter to ask "What is a critic?"
The best answer we have seen comes
from A. C. Benson: "I suppose that
in expert critic is a man with a natural faculty of discrimination which
has been trained by experience." One
Is disposed to believe, after witnessing
the sorry stuff bo often put upon the
stage, that a little more exercise of
i faculty for discrimination trained
by experience would be to the general advantage in the enterprise of the
theater. It would spare the critics
many dull hours, the managers much
loss of money, and where they cam
act take their losses in a sporting
spirit of temper, while the public
opinion of the stage and all its works
would be Immensely improved. The
31obe, London.
actress-man-igres-
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(and are anxious to find and pay cash for) books, automobiles,
used machinery and furniture, articles of usefulness of any
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possible sorts of things, they have come to be the finders of the
best markets!
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FRIENDS

GAYNOR IS FOR

LAW'S OBEDIENCE
How New York Mayor Broke Up

a Grafting Game.
PERMITS

FOR

Is no man in the country
who is a greater stickler for

M.

obedience to the law than William J. Gaynor, mayor of New
York. With him this is the first principle of government
Yet with all of bis profound respect
for the law this unconventional mayor is no fanatic about it When tbe
occasion demands it, through the failure of the letter of tbe written law to
accomplish the desired end, he has no
objection to interpreting the spirit of
the statute and making a little law of
his own. Be it said, likewise, that be
makes good laws.
One grafting game which be broke
op with keen enjoyment by this novel
method concerned' the permits for
SCENE FROM "CINDERELIJV."

n

BASEBALL

NOTES.

Playing first base must agree with
Larry Lajoie. The Nap star is leading the American league batters.
Dan Brown, an outfielder, has been
released by the New York Americans
to the Bridgeport Connecticut league
team.
. Not much chance for the Highlanders to start anything with Chase,
Cree and Wolter on the hospital list
at the same time.
"Hickory" Johnson, the demonslug-ge- r
of the
has been
sold to Omaha by the St. Louis Cardinals.
The Detroit team copped 20 of tht
first 22 games last season. Nothing
like that in the Tiger family this year.
The player making the best showing in the New York State league will
be presented with an automobile at
the close of the season.
Three-I-Leagu-

e,

j

book at its very best has its limitations, its narrowed field of romance,
to charm and allure, when one compares it with the more vital throb- umg win'Bii) ui me iiiuvmg piciuie
story. Today we can enjoy the wi!
ful, capricious sprite known as Cin
derella, standing before us, a living,
breathing visualized portrait, in the
dainty personality of Miss Mabel
Taliaferro, who has obtained worldwide populurity for her many brilliant achievements. As a child she
gained an enviable reputation with
the late James H. Herne under whose

According to a Chicago scribe Ed
Walsh of the White Sox, has pitched
50 shutout victories since he broke
into the American league.
Pitcher "Iron Man" Lange, of the
White Sox, showed real class recently
when he fanned the mighty Ty Cobb
twice in one game.
Catcher Frank Bowerman, formerly
of the Giants and the Kansas City
Cowboys, has signed as manager of
the London team in the Canadian
league.
The Boston Red Sox seem to have
a real pitcher in Bedient. The boy
has faced the world's champions twice
and got away with it.
With Cincinnati and New York running wild the Cubs and the Pirates
will have to start something pretty
soon, if they expect to be heard from
this season.
Columbus and Columbia,
champs
and runnerup respectively, of the
South Atlantic league, got away to a
bad start this spring. Both teams lost
the first seven games.
Evansville has been added to .the

blossomed Miss Taliaferro, still in her teens,
guidance Miss Taliaferro
into more important roles in later met Frajik
Thompson, a man as
years. N'ot so long ago, the public great in his line as David Belasco is
was electrified by her almost super- in his. This meeting ripened into
natural
of , f'Lovey love, love into wedlock, then followed
performance
Mary" in "Mrs. Wiggs of the Cab- the truly remarkable performance of
bage Patch" which for years enjoyed "Polly of the Circus" in which Miss
the greatest vogue. Then other suc- Taliaferro appeared for two consecucesses .followed in rapid order. She tive years to over increasing popularwas with Otis Skinner in the "band ity.
This introduction is merely a
of Hearts Desire" and "On a Bal- foreword to the public in general,
cony." with Mrs. Sarah Cowell L announcing the great treat that is in
Moyne. While yet in her rosy dawn, store for them as Cinderella wJM be
Mushed with the sense of greater presented
tonight and tomorrow
things inevitably bound to follow, night at the Browne theater.

Kitty league circuit. The league will
have teams in Paducah, Hopkinsville,
and Henderson, Ky., Evansville, Ind,
Cairo, 111., and Carleville, Tenn.
Third Baseman Gardella, of Mobile
and Catcher LaFite, of New Orleans,
started a rough house during a recent
game and were set back 50 bucks in
the Mobile police court the other day.
Jack Powell, the veteran pitcher of
the Browns, may yet equal Cy Young's
record for service in the big show.
Jack is now 43 years old and is now
playing his eighteenth season.
SHOW PROGRESS OF AVIATION.
. New York,
May 8. When the doors
of the GranJ Octitial palace open tomorrow f jr ..'.ie first shop of the Aero
Club of America the public will be
si ven an opportunity
to view the

most important and complete exhibition of aircraft ever shown in this
country or abroad. The purpose of
the exhibition is to stimulate an interest in human flight and at the
same time give the public an idea of
its marvellous advancement.
Both

historical and 'modern
apparatus,
American and
foreign, will be on
view and lecturers will be on hand
to explain the various contrivances.
The historical exhibits will include
several specimens of the efforts of
the late Octave Chanute, who was
one of the first to experiment with
gliders. Then there will be the machine in which Charles K. Hamilton
made his Philadelphia-NeYork
flight The old June Bug, the pio- neei hydro a ( plane, will alsj be on
view.
The original American biplane; the Red Devil, in which Captain Baldwin made his' flights in
China and Japan last year; the Amer
ican II., the balloon in which Allan
Hawley and Augustus Post won the
Gordon Bennett trophy in 1910, and
elics of the Wellman airship which
started for the North Pole will be
among the other attractions. Interesting among the foreign exhibits will
be the Morane monoplane, In which
Veedrines made his trip from Paris
to Madrid, and Miss Harriet Qulm-by'- s
Blerlot, with which she crossed
the English channel.
REAPING

BENEFIT
I

From

WHY

IT PAYS TO BUY

ADVERTISED GOODS
Because the advertiser has done something to inspire confidence.
He has not only explained the value and usefulness of his product, but has put his personality and reputation behind his
statements.
He can be trusted because his very business existence is at stake.
He believes in his goods to the extent of investing his capital, nor
only in making the goods right, but in advertising, which
will not prove permanently profitable if he fails to make
good secure repeat orders.
The advertising is not only a protection to the trade name, but it
is the advertiser's guarantee of quality.
You are justified in being suspicious of unadvertised
goods, because, however much confidence the dealer or manufacturer
may have in them, he has not enough faith in them to spend
money in telling others of their goodness.

It

Atways Pays to Buy Advertised Goods

the Experience of East
Vegas People.

Las

We are fortunate indeed to be able
to profit by the experience of our
neighbors. The public utterances of
East Las Vegas residents on the fol
lowing subject will interest .nd ben
efit thousands of our readers. Read
this statement No better proof can
be had.
Mrs. Ann Pearce, 905 Tiiden Ave,,
East Las Vegas, N. Mex.. says: "I
have nothing to withdraw from the
public statement I gave in January
1907, in praise of Doan's Kidney Pills
I was troubled for about a year
by
disordered kidneys, the most annoy
ing symptom being a kidney weak-ness. Doan's Kidney Pills, procured
at the Center Block Pharmacy, corrected my trouble. I have had a few
slight recurrences of the difficulty but
at such times I have taken Doa.ii s
Kidney Pills and they have never
failed to have a beneficial effect."
For sale by all dealers. Priae TO
cents.
FosterMilburn Co., Buffalo,
New York, sole agents for the United
States.
Remember tbe name Doan's and
take no other.

FOR PREACHERS

TABLET

TO WED
DAINTY LITTLE WOMAN 16 PAS.
TOR'S ACCREDITED MATRI
MONIAL AGENT.

NEWSSTANDS.

fWHERE

In after years there comes to the
minds of all, fleeting
mafurer
our childhood's brief
of
glimpses
hour, wherein, perchance the mythologies of youth held full and joyous
sway. And as we dream, in carefree
fancy our fingers steal back through
the dim and
past to
turn the pages of life's fairy book.
And so It is that we stumble across
the delicate traceries of Cinderella,
fragile hand writing, heralding a
message which all ages have read
and enjoyed. Ah, but even the story

MARK TWAIN

REMARKABLE LIKENES8 PLACED
IN
BOYHOOD HOME OF FA- FAMOUS WRITER

Cripples and Woman Had Been Forced
to "Giva Up," but Gaynor Put an End
to the Practice Aldermen Feared to
Inaiat on the Letter of the Law.
1

PRAISE GETS CUSTOMERS

New York, May 8. The bronze tabOmaha,
May 8 Mrs. Catherine
let bearing the head of Mark Twain Gibson of this
city is a "'matrimonial
in high relief, modelled by Miss Andrummer." 8 be drums up couples tor
gelica Schulyer Church of No. 567 Rev. Charles W. Savidge to marry.
Park avenue, was on exhibition dur"Get married and let the Rev. Mr.
ing the early part of the week, in the
Savldge perform the ceremony," la
Tiffany studos. It has been sent to her
Injunction. "Dr. Savidge can tie
Hannibal, Mo., to be placed in the boythe
knot so much tighter than Jushood home of Mr. Clemens, whch has
of the peace and other officer
tices
been presented to the town by Mr.
can."
and Mrs. Gray A. Mahan.
Mrs. Gibson's headquarters are la
The head is pronounced by his
the court house.and she spends most
friends to be the best that has ever
of her time within sight of the marbeen made of him. A great part of
license clerk. Occasionally she
riage
the work done from memory, aided
makes tbe rounds of tne depots,
by a photograph supplied by the Rev.
for
couples.
Joseph Twitchell of Hartford, wbo watching
"You can spot these people who
was the Joe of "Innocents Abroad."
The splendor of Mark Twain's hair, come from the country to get married
which was his most prominent super- every time," the Rer. Mr. Savidge
ficial mark of distinction, can only be advised her.
"They've got a look
cannot be mistaken,
about
them
that
In
suggested
bronze, but it is done in
j
such a manner that the head is made Very few of them know where to go,
the thing and the hair merely its cov especially for a jriinister. They know
ering.
they must get a license, bat usually
"I have always had a great love for they have to ask where the court
Mark Twain," said Miss Church. "I house is. And whenever you bear
have read everything he wrote. Of that question, asked get right after
course I have heard him speak many the couple; they want a marriage lictimes, but, better than that, I have ense and a preacher."
sat in the room with my chums and
Mrs. Gibson also watches the enheard him ell stories. There was gagement announcements
in
tbe
nothing he loved better than to sit in newspapers and picks up many "custhe midst of an admiring circle of tomers"
through them.
young girls and talk to them. He
"I'm not trying to corner the marcharmed us like a magician. I think
business In Omaha," says Dr.
he used to enjoy watching our faces riage
"I have instructed Mrs.
Savidge.
as we listened more than he did tell
Gibson, when she finds that eitner
ing the story.
the bride or the bridegroom is a
"This tablet has been a labor of member of a
church, to direct them
love, and it is one of the best things to a
minister of their own denominaI have ever done. I sent a
plaster cast
if, however, they have no choice
of it o Mr. Twitchell as a gift of tion;
she sends them to me. 1 have found)
thanks for his assistance. He wrote
30 years in the ministry that those
me a charming letter and said the in
likeness did much to bring Mark marriages performed by a minister
hold tighter and last longer than do
Twain back to him again."
Two tablets will be placed in the those performed by a crvil officer.
a minister
old house in Hannibal. The one on Perhaps it is because
which the head is modelled is for the spends more or less time in praying:
inside of the house; the other is for for and looking after the couples
whom he joins. Perhaps it is because-othe outside.
the very fact that a religious atThe inscription below the bust, writ
Ten by George A. Mahan, reads:
mosphere is thrown around a cere"Mark Twains' life teaches that dov- - mony performed by a minister.
"Anyway, I have bund that a large
erty is an incentive rather than a bar.
and that any boy, however humble his majority of the marriages which end?
birth and surroundings, may bv hon disastrously were not performed by
esty and industry accomplish great preachers. Therefore 1 feel that the
,
things."
work I am doing is done for humanIt has been suggested that conies of ity, not for myself."
the tablet be placed in the nnhnv
Dr. Savidge has performed more
shcools of the country.
than 2,000 marriages in Omaha and
The dedication ceremonies will take is known as the "Marrying Parson."
place next Tuesday, and many distin With the fees he has founded and
guished persons have ben invited to now maintains a home for old peoattend. School children will take part ple "House of
Hope" he calls it
in the ceremony.
and there are now about 50 old peoA man who visited the home of Mark- ple living there.
Twain in Hannibal during the latter's
Mrs. Gibson is 20 years old, wiUa
lifetime said on his return:
wavy brown hair an brown eyes,
"Mr. Clemens holds a safe place in
dresses prettily and daintily anil
the affections and esteem of the citiwears a cute little
d
hat
zens of Hannibal. His name is a
Sometimes tbe bride-elec- t
looks
daghousehold word, a possession of local
gers at her when she approaches
pride, and all claim a personal interthe
bridegroom-elec- t
est in their gifted fellow citizen. How
Twenty years ago Dr. Savidge rewonderful is the spell of humor! As
the .pastorship of the mo it
long as tbe boys shall climb
those signed
fashionable
church in Omaha to oror
hills
float along the Mississippi, as
long, indeed, as the English language ganize a People's church, in order, he
is read, the name of Mark Twain will said, to reach a class of people not
be known and honored, and the mere reached by fashionable
cnurches.
mention of the humorist will serve to Since then he has worked independbring a smile to the face of sorrow ently of orthodox organizations.
and lighten the burdens of many a
weary life."
KANSAS FOR ROOSEVELT.
Independence, Kan., May 8, A decided
predominance of Roosevelt
WESTERN CANADA LEAGUE
sentiment
was in evidence when the
Calgary, Alta., May 8. The cham
pionship season of the Western Can republican state convention assemada Baseball league was ushered in bled here today to select four
to the national conventoday with games between Red Deer
and Edmonton at Edmonton and be- tion at Chicago. Since the Roosevelt
tween Bassano and Calgary in this candidacy was first launched, and in
city. Though retaining the old name, the christening of which Governor
the present league is virtually a new Stubbs played a conspicuous part, it
organization. Calgary and Edmonton has been evident that the, majority
are the only cities that were included of Kansas republicans favored the
in the old circuit which embrace
nomination of tbe former president.
Winnipeg, Brandon, Moose Jaw and All doubt as to the result of the cos
Saskatoon. The schedule for the pres test was removed when the recent
ent season provides for 126
and
games county co vmi-'ctiwith September 7 as the closing" date. gavel Roosevelt a safe
majority of tbe
delegates to today's convention and
Jas. C. Dahlmann, serving tfis third assured the selection of a Roosevelt
delegation tp Chicago.
term as mayor, Omaha, Nebr.,
again
was successful in
receiving the overwhelming support of the voters In the BRIG. GEN. BRUSH TO
RETIRE.
election.
primary
He also successfulWashington, D. C, May 8. Brigaly rid himself of a bad case of kidnev
trouble by the aid of Foie Kidney dier General Daniel H. Brush, wbo
Pills, and writes: "I have taken Fol- was recently relieved from command
ey Kidney Pills and they have given of the
department of California at
me a great deal of relief, so I cheerown re-- i fist, v ill be placed on the
his
fully recommend" them." What Foley
Kidney Pills have done for Mayor retired list tomorrow on account of
nnMmnnn thev will do for any other age. General Brush has the distincnerpon bothered with backache, rheu tion of being the
only general now
matism, or any other form of kidney in the army who served in the
civil
or nladder trouble. Just try bm for
war. haviij been a private in an Ilquick and permanent resultsArO. G
linois regiment in 1864.
Shaefer, Red Cross Drug Co
out-of-to-
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Photo by American Press Association.
MAYOR
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AT THE BALI.
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newsstands on street corners.
Most
of tbexe stiiuds-a- mi
there are tens of
thousands of them In Greater New
York are conducted by cripples or women, generally widows with children
to support. Under tbe city's charter
these permits are issued "with the approval of the board of aldermen,"
which meant that each alderman had
the disposition of permits within his
district. When Mr. Gaynor demonstrated that he was actually cleaning up the
town and abolishing all of tbe abuses
that be could tind, these news venders
called on blm in shoals. They told him
they were compelled to pay their alderman from $300 to $500 a year for each
stand, in addition to substantial campaign contributions whenever there
was an election. This was graft pure
and simple, for the law contemplated
no charge for such privileges, and it
was rich graft, too, as well as miserably mean.
There being no law that would reach
the desired end, the mayor proceeded
under the broad general law of public
policy. When the permit of one old
woman ran out he advised her to refuse to pay further tribute to the alderman and issued her a license in his
own name. "I have no strictly legal
authority for giving you this license,"
he told her, "but it may prove sufficient. Anyway, we will see what happens."

Then he stated the facts to tbe president of tbe borough of Manhattan,
who, though opposed to the mayor politically, is an honest man. "Just tip
off your bureau of incumbrances," be
told the borough president "to wink at
this technical violation of the law.
Suggest to them that they allow the
old lady to stay where she is eve
though she hasn't a permit from the
board of aldermen." The necessary instructions were issued, though not
formally nor in writing. Other technically Illegal but highly moral permits
were Issued In the same way.
When the aldermen saw their authority thus flouted and their tremendous
revenues cut off they were furious.
They threatened all sorts of things.
Unquestionably they had the written
law on their side, and they could have
Mrs. Wm. A. Allen. Chacon. M v secured its enforcement if they had
had so severe a cough that it nearly made tbe demand; but, after considerchoked her to death. Mr Allen says: ing the matter in all of its phases,
'We tried many things without help- they lgnominrously backed down. They
did not dare to fight the mayor on such
ing her when by good luck I got a bottle of Foley's Honey and Tar Com- in Issue. So they have lost their graft,
ispound. It helped her at once and fin- - and permits for newsstands are now
ally cured her. It is the best medi sued from the mayor's office, not be
cine we ever used." O. G. Shaefer, cause the law so provides, but just because it is right
Red Cross Drug Co.
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May d, don't forget

ONE PRICE
AND THAT PRICE
THE VERY LOWEST
Every thing Harked in Plain

Figures at

THE CASH GR.OCER.. . .
Or Main 194
Phone Mcin 193
. . .

:- -:

WORLD
OF

Sweet Pleasure
In Nevins High Grade

CANDIES
ALWAYS FRESH
And Only

40C

PER POUND

J. H. STEARNS
GROCER.

Jefferson Raynolds President

Hal'ett Raynolds Cashier

E. D. Raynolds Vice President
Stephen B. Davis Vice President

Schubert Concert

Co.

here

the date.

EXHIBITION GAME

Try a dram of Old Taylor bourbon
at the Opera Bar.

ON NEXT

SUNDAY

Loyal Order of Moose, dance
and banquet, tonight at Armory. Siml-soorchestra. Good floor and music.
REGULARS
The

n

May 9.

AND YANNIGANS OF
MAROON SQUAD WILL BATTLE AT BALL PARK.

Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
In the wood. Direct from distillery
to you. At the Lobby, of course.

The city council will meet tonight
in ttie chambers in the city hall in
The latter part of thiB week will
session. Bustnesf
Athletic underwear of Talcume regular
memof importance will be brought before witness the arrival of all the
Cloth, 50 cents per garment at
Maroon
1912
squad, acthe council for consideration and a bers of the
James
Assistant
to
Manager
cording
large attendance is desired
Next ounday after
S. Duncan, Jr.
A musical treat May 9, at Duncan
noon it is planned to pull off at
The Las Vegas camp of Koyal
opera house. All artists. Schubert
Amusement park an exhibition game
Neighbors, the women's auxiliary of between the
Concert company.
regulars and the candi
the Modern Woodmen of America,
for the team. There are a
dates
tonight in the
Special shoe sale for this week. will be instituted
number of players who will endeavor
Broken sizes in $4 and $3.50 Oxfords Woodmen of the World hall on Sixth to beat the regularly signed tossers
street. The membership of tne camp
offered for $2.78, at Taichert'a.
to their positions. The game Sun
at organization will be 25. Mrs. Prls-cill- a
s an oppor
day will give the would-bMeier, of Raton, district deputy
The Loyal Order of Moose, dance
to show what they can do
tunity
and banquet, tonight at Armory. 81ml of the Royal Neighbors, who has Duncan savs that
nobody has a
son orchestra. Good floor and music.
been instrumental in .he organization
The play
with the Maroons.
cinch
of a camp of the order here, win
ers already Bigned must show class
For Sale Residence at 1016 Fifth have charge of the installation. Fol
to remain on the sal
street. Must be sold In the next 30 lowing the institution of the camp if they expect
roll.
ary
days, also piano. Dr. E. L. Hammond. the election and installation of offic
ers will occur. All visiting Royal
Miss Justine Schwerdfinger, who
Several good mountain ranches for Neighbors are invited to attend.
left here after a residence of
recently
sale cheap- for cash or on easy paytwo years, and H. R. McKee, Santa
ments. F. J. Wesner, 612 Lincoln
This morning Ted Long, one of the Fe chief dispatcher, were married
avenue.
proprietors of the Long Buffet, report this morning at the home of the bride
ed to Chief of Police Ben Coles the in Appleton, Wis. The news of the
Why pay rent when you can own theft of a set of single harness from marriage came as a surprise to the
your own home for a small invest- his barn in the rear of his home, 911 many friends of the couple In this
ment with easy terms on deferred Jackson avenue. The thief left no
city, though "Mac's" friends had
payments? See F. J. Weener.
clue that might lead to his identity. hunch that he would not return to
This is the second harness robbery in Las Vegas alone when he left several
In Kansas City, Mo., today was an the past week, and it looks as if some days ago on a trip to Chicago and
nounced the engagement of Miss Jen one was stocking up preparatory to Wisconsin. Mr. and Mrs. MoKee will
nie Baum of that city and Gilbert E. opening a harness shop. The people go on an extended bridal tour In the
Rosenwald of I as Vegas. Miss Baum of Las Vegas are In the habit of leav- northwest and along the Pacific coast
is the daughter of a prominent Kan ing their barn doors unlocked, a prac- before
returning to the Meadow City,
sas City merchant and is a leading tice which Chief Coles advises them where they will live. Mr. McKee has
society girl of that place. Mr. Rosen to abandon.
been a resident of this city since No
wald is the son of Mr. and. Mrs. E
vember, 1910 and has been the
Rosenwald and is a member of the
En route from Chicago to Santa Fe,
and efficient chief dispatcher of
firm of E. Rosenwald and Son. The where they will appear before the this division of the Santa Fe since
date for the wedding has not been house and senate committees on rail- that time. Mrs. McKee was employ
announced.
roads, W. J. Black, pasenger traffic ed at 'the Castaneda hotel and was one
manager of the Santa Fe road and W. of the most popular girls on the liar
The Altar guild of St. Paul s Me F. Peabody, statistician for that sysvey system.
morial Episcopal church will meet to- tem, passed through Las Vegas this
morrow afternoon at 4 o'clock with afternoon on train No. 1 In business
The board of directors of the Y. M.
Miss Chella Van Petten at the Van car No. 3. Judge H. L. Waldo, soli- C. A. held its regular monthly meetPetten home, 1015 Eighth street. At citor for the Santa Fe in New Mexico, ing last night. Only regular routine
this' meeting the election of officers joined Mr. Black and Mr. Peabody business was transacted.
for the coming year will be held and here, accompanying them to the capital. At the hearing tomorrow before
a large attendance is desired.
KEEP BARNS LOCKED.
the committees representatives of all
While the city will furnish at all
An interesting piece of legislation the railroads running through the new times adequate
police protection,
is being heard by Judge David J. Lea state will appear, Mr. Black, Mr. Pea- Mayor Robert J. Taupert wishes the
hy in chambers. It is the case of body and Judge Waldo being the rep public to understand the necessity
Louis N. Drismay, Frank F. Hock and reaentatlves of the A. T. and S. F.
of keeping the doors of their stables
Charles F. FIshback against D. J. Mo
and other outhouses locked at night.
Canne.George W. Temple, the Fort
Night Officer Pierce Murphy this
Sumner Land and Development com
IMPORTANT EXAMINATIONS
morning reported to tna mayor that
A number of civil service examinapany and the Fort Sumner Townsite
he found many stables and store
company. The plaintiffs have asked tions have been announced for May house doors
standing- wide open last
for an accounting for certain funds for 22 and 23, and for June 5 to be held
to
This is an invitation
night.
a period covering the past four years. in the office o.f the local civil service
thieves and much petty thieving will
The litigation involves certain doings examiner. On May 22 examinations
occur unless the people are more
of the two Fort Sumner companies, will occur for the positions of examcareful.
Jones and Rogers and Judge Lacy of iner of clothing in the quartermasThe mayor is gratified with the re
Chicago represent the plaintiffs while ter's department at large in New
of clean-u- p
sult
day, but requests
the defendants are represented by H. York City,
salary $3.07 per diem; the people to keep everrastingly after
Parsons of Fort Sumner and A. L.
analyist, male, bureau of mines in the dirt nuisance. Everybody is urgDavid of Denver.
Pittsburg, salary ranging from $800 ed to burn trash before large amounts
to $1,020; apprentice plate cleaner, accumulate about
their premises.
transferrer and engraver in the bu- Manure should be kept in covered
reau of printing and engraving in
receptahles and should be hauled
Washington, D. C, salary $1.60 per away every eight days. This will
diem. Examinations will occur May abate the
fly nuisance materially.
22 and 23, for the positions of laboratory assistant in chemistry, male, in
The Loyal Order of Moose, dance
the bureau of standards, department and banquet, tonight at Armory. Slmi-sOof commerce and labor, salary rangorchestra. Good floor and music.
Who first experiences the
ing from $1,000 to $1,440; assistant
chemist, bureau of standards departfine quality of our laundry
ment of commerce and labor, salary
work. After a while he gets
varying from $1,000 to $1,200 and
mechanical and electrical inspector,
used to it and expects perfect
male, in quartermaster's department
at large, salary ranging from $1,200
laundering from ua as a matter
to $1,500. The examinations on June
of course. And he is never
5 will be for the
positions of prepar
ator in, zoology in the national mudisappointed. We do good work
seum in Washington, d. C, salary
first, last and all the time. Send
$60 per month; map colorist in
us your Shirts, Collars etc.,
in Washington,
salary
from
$600 to $720, and medi
ranging
and you'll be happy in your
cal interne in government hospital
linen ever after.
for the Insane in Washington, D. C.
salary $600 and maintenance. An ex
animation for business teacher In
Indian school at Carlisle, Pa., salary
$1,000 with quarters, will be held !n
Albuquerque and Las Cruces. Applit
cations for Indian reservation
under the bureau of Indian
Phone Main 81 617 Douglas
affairs, salary ranging from $1,200 to
$3,000, will be received at any time.
e

THE STORE OF IKE DAVIS

A
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H. Erie Hoke Asst Cashier

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF LAS VEGAS, N. M.

$100,000

Surplus, and Undivided Profits $35,000

Oar Depositors Receive Every Courtesy and Accommodation Within the Scope of Good Banking.

Interest Paid on

GO

TinHE

Time Deposits

HOME OF QUALITY

FOR THE BEST OF BAKERS GOODS

SUCH AS

Happy Man

FRESH
BR

Las Vegas Steam

everything eatable

OUR NEW SPRING

SUITS

Are Models of Perfection.

M. GRBBNBBRGBR.

If you must iron, why not get some pleasure out
Try one of our electric irons for thirty days
FREE. Once tried, you will never be without an

of it.

ELECTRIC IRON.
Lqls Vegas Light & Power Co.
CALL AT OUR STORE
And See The

many
Exclusive
Features
Of the

Automatic
Refrigerator
home-ne- at,
trim and
any price.
You'll be interested in its "built in" water cooler into wich no odors or
impurities can get-- in its light, sanitary wire shelves-- in its circulation which
keeps flavors from mixing and its 8 insulating walls, that keep out heat and
cut your ice bill in half.
Call as soon as yon can and see the AUTOMATIC REFRIGERATOR

is a refrigerator you will be proud to have
ITsubstantial.
Not high priced, but the best at

in your

I

C. JOHNSEN & SON.

THURSDAY NIGHT
MAY 9TH

RANCH

-

-

-

-

-

-
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super-tenden-

READY NOW

DUNCAN

OPERA HOUSE

SCHUBERTS SYMPHONY CLUB

Plants

Tomato

Pure Clean and Healthful.
tain Home.

15c

DOZEN

$.00perl00

0

CUMCUMBER PLANTS Out of Pots - 25c

snsrs.
EVERYBODY READS THE LAS VEGAS OPTIC
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BUTTER

GRAAF & HAYWARD CO. STORE
We always have the best of

H

It's a

Laundry

Home Made Bread, Mothers Bread, Restaurant
Bread, Rye Bread, Pan Bread, Twists, Graham
Bread, Sweet Bread, Ginger Bread, Layer
Cakes, Loaf Cakes, Angel Food Cakes, Fruit
Cakes, Gold Cakes, Finger Rolls, Cup Cakes,
Poppy Seed Rolls, Doughnuts, P. H. Rolls,
Buns etc.

tOCHKSikL.

pop-pul-

n

Capital,

ri a milt nil
MICHAtLS, STERN & CO

PERRY ONION & SON
SEEDSMEN

&

FLORISTS

ALL ARTISTS

per dozen
AT

Boucher's

"The Store of Satisfaction"

Prices 50c, 75c, $1.00

